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BAUME & MERCIER - a lady’s wrist 
watch. Bi-colour case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 5747 018 
1390444. Quartz movement. Grey 
dial. Fitted to a signed black rubber 
strap with stainless steel folding clasp. 
31mm. Box.  £200-300

7   

BAUME & MERCIER - a gentleman’s 

Hampton City wrist watch. 18ct 
yellow gold case. Numbered 65408 
3558902. Signed automatic calibre 
BM 72 671. Silvered dial with black 
hour markers, Arabic numeral three 
and nine. Fitted to a signed black 
alligator strap with 18ct yellow gold pin 
buckle. 43mm.  £1,000-1,500

6   

AUDEMARS PIGUET - a gentleman’s 

Royal Oak bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal bezel. 
Reference 2044, serial 196. Signed 
automatic calibre 2131 with quick 
date set, numbered 330416. Grey 
“Tapisserie” dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed bi-metal bracelet 
with stainless steel folding clasp. 
35mm.  £1,800-2,400

5  

AUDEMARS PIGUET - a 

gentleman’s Jules Audemars 

wrist watch. 18ct yellow gold 
case. Numbered F06986. Signed 
automatic calibre 3120 with 
quick date set. Silvered dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed brown alligator 
strap with 18ct yellow gold 
pin buckle. 38mm. Box and 
papers.  £3,000-4,000

4     

AUDEMARS PIGUET - a gentleman’s 

Quantiéme Perpétuel bracelet watch. 
18ct yellow gold case. Numbered 
C40945. Signed automatic calibre 
2120/2. Cream dial with baton hour 
markers, month dial to twelve, date 
dial to three, moon phase aperture to 
six, day dial to nine. Fitted to a signed 
18ct yellow gold bracelet with folding 
clasp. 38mm. 158gms.  £4,000-6,000

3  

AUDEMARS PIGUET - a gentleman’s 

bracelet watch. Yellow metal case, 
stamped 18k 750. Numbered B46353. 
Signed manual wind calibre 2003/1, 
numbered 196302. Champagne dial. 
Fitted to a signed yellow metal integral 
bracelet with folding clasp, stamped 
750. 28mm. 76gms.  £1,000-1,500

2  

AUDEMARS PIGUET - a gentleman’s 

Royal Oak bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal bezel. 
Reference D4204, serial 3376. Signed 
quartz calibre 2612. Grey “Tapisserie” 
dial with baton hour markers. Fitted to 
a signed bi-metal bracelet with folding 
clasp. 33mm.  £600-800

1  

Selected Wrist Watches
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BREITLING - a gentleman’s Windrider 

Sextant chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with bi-metal 
calibrated bezel. Reference B55046, 
serial 1766. Signed quartz calibre B55 
with quick date set. Blue dial with 
baton hour markers, Arabic numeral 
twelve, subsidiary gilt recorder dials 
to three, six and nine, date aperture 
between four and five. Fitted to 
an unsigned blue shark strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 35mm.  
£500-700

13   

BREITLING - a 

gentleman’s Aeromarine 

Superocean bracelet 

watch. Circa 2013. 
Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. 
Reference A17391, 
serial 1594234. Signed 
automatic calibre B17 
with quick date set. Black 
dial with baton hour 
markers, Arabic numeral 
six and nine, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel 
Professional bracelet with 
folding clasp. 44mm. Box 
and papers.  £800-1,200

12    

BELL & ROSS - a 

gentleman’s BR 126 

chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case 
with exhibition case back. 
Numbered 126.S02013. 
Signed automatic movement 
with quick date set. Black 
dial with Arabic numeral 
hour markers, subsidiary 
silvered recorder dials to 
three and nine, date aperture 
to five. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with 
double folding clasp. 39mm.  
£640-840

11  

BAUME & MERCIER - a lady’s 
Riviera bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case. Numbered 4519259. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, date aperture to six. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
28mm.  £100-150

10  

BAUME & MERCIER - a lady’s 
Hampton bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 65488, serial 
3942992. Signed quartz calibre 
BM7111 with quick date set. Silvered 
dial with baton hour markers, Arabic 
numeral three, nine and twelve, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 22mm.  £100-150

9  

BAUME & MERCIER - a lady’s Riviera 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with yellow metal factory diamond 
set bezel. Reference 5231.3, serial 
2002170. Quartz movement with 
quick date set. Blue dial with factory 
set diamond dot hour markers, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with folding clasp. 
25mm.  £150-200

8  
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BREITLING - a gentleman’s Chrono-

Matic 49 chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with black rubber 
bezel. Reference A14360, serial 
2504314. Signed automatic calibre 
B14 with quick date set. Black dial 
with luminous hour markers, subsidiary 
silvered recorder dials to three, six 
and nine, date aperture to six. Fitted 
to a signed black leather strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 49mm. Box.  
£1,200-1,800

19   

BREITLING - a gentleman’s 

Chronomat chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with bi-colour 
calibrated bezel. Reference 81950A, 
numbered 14407. Unsigned automatic 
movement with quick date set. Light 
champagne dial with luminous baton 
hour markers, subsidiary recorder dials 
to six, nine and twelve, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with signed stainless 
steel pin buckle. 40mm.  £640-840

18  

BREITLING - a 

gentleman’s Avenger 

Seawolf Steel bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 
A17330, serial 1453089. 
Signed automatic 
calibre B17 with quick 
date set. Black dial with 
Arabic numeral hour 
markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel 
Professional II bracelet 
with folding clasp. 
44mm. Box and papers.  
£1,800-2,600

17    

BREITLING - a gentleman’s Windrider 

Shadow Flyback chronograph wrist 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference A35312, 
serial 199592. Signed automatic 
calibre B35 with quick date set. 
Black dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three, six 
and nine, date aperture between four 
and five. Fitted to a signed blue leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
39mm.  £700-900

16  

BREITLING - a lady’s Callisto 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
A57046, serial 0870. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date 
set. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, Roman numeral six, nine 
and twelve, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed green alligator 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
33mm.  £360-460

15   

BREITLING - 

a gentleman’s 

Cosmonaute 

chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel 
case with slide rule bezel. 
Reference A12019, serial 
8609. Signed manual 
wind calibre B12. Black 
dial with Arabic numeral 
twenty-four hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials 
to three, six and nine. 
Tachymeter rehaut. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel 
Pilot bracelet with folding 
clasp. 41mm. Box and 
papers.  £1,400-2,000

14    
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BREITLING - a gentleman’s 
Top-Time chronograph wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. 
Numbered 1121235. Signed 
manual wind calibre 7730. Black 
dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary silvered recorder dials 
to three and nine. Fitted to an 
unsigned black leather strap 
with gold plated pin buckle. 
35mm.  £380-580

25  

BREITLING - a gentleman’s 

Superocean bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with calibrated bezel. 
Reference A17040, serial 5672. Signed 
automatic calibre B17 with quick date 
set. Black dial with luminous Arabic 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel Professional bracelet with folding 
clasp. 41mm.  £760-960

24  

BREITLING - a 

gentleman’s 

Navitimer Montbrillant 

chronograph bracelet 

watch. Circa 2008. 
Stainless steel case 
with slide rule bezel. 
Reference A23340, 
serial 2309468. Signed 
automatic calibre 
B23 with quick date 
set. Black dial with 
leaf hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder 
dials to three and 
nine, date aperture 
to six. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel 
Navitimer bracelet 
with folding clasp. 
45mm.  £1,200-1,800

23  

BREITLING - a gentleman’s 

Chronomat chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference A13048, 
serial illegible. Signed automatic 
calibre B13 with quick date set. 
Blue dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary silvered recorder dials to 
six, nine and twelve, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel Pilot bracelet with folding clasp. 
40mm.  £700-900

22  

BREITLING - a gentleman’s Navitimer 

chronograph wrist watch. Circa 
2008. Stainless steel case with slide 
rule bezel. Reference A23322, serial 
2321818. Signed automatic calibre 
B23. Blue dial with baton hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials 
to three, six and nine, date aperture 
between four and five. Fitted to a 
signed blue leather strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 40mm.  £1,000-1,500

21  

BREITLING - a gentleman’s Grand 

Premiere chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case. Reference 
A13024.1, serial 3955. Signed 
automatic movement with quick date 
set. Black dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, subsidiary recorder 
dials to six, nine and twelve, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
black leather strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 40mm. Box and 
papers.  £700-900

20    
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BREITLING - a gentleman’s Windrider 

Cockpit bracelet watch. Circa 2007. 
Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference A49350, serial 
966245. Signed automatic calibre B49 
with quick date set. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers, Roman numeral 
twelve, oversized date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel Pilot bracelet with folding clasp. 
40mm.  £700-900

32  

BREITLING - a gentleman’s Breitling 

For Bentley Motors chronograph 

wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference A25362, serial 2028250. 
Signed automatic calibre B25 with 
quick date set. Brown dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary recorder 
dials to three, six and nine, date 
aperture between four and five. 
Fitted to a signed brown alligator 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
49mm.  £1,600-2,600

31   

BREITLING - a gentleman’s Navitimer 

806 chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with slide rule 
bezel. Reference 806, serial 994118. 
Signed manual wind Venus calibre 
178 (WOG). Black dial with baton 
hour markers, Arabic numeral twelve, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three, six 
and nine. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 40mm.  £800-1,200

30  

BREITLING - a gentleman’s Windrider 

J Class wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case with gold plated calibrated bezel. 
Reference D10067, serial 5899. Signed 
automatic movement with quick 
date set. White dial with luminous 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
40mm.  £700-800

29   

BREITLING - a gentleman’s Avenger 

Seawolf wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
A17330, serial 1442077. Signed 
automatic calibre B17 with quick date 
set. Grey dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed brown leather strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 45mm. Box 
and papers.  £800-1,200

28    

BREITLING - a 

gentleman’s 

Aeromarine Chrono 

Avenger chronograph 

bracelet watch. Circa 
2005. Titanium case 
with calibrated bezel. 
Reference E13360, 
serial 2193198. Signed 
automatic calibre 
B13 with quick date 
set. Black dial with 
Arabic numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to six, 
nine and twelve, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed titanium 
Professional bracelet 
with folding clasp. 
44mm.  £1,200-1,800

27  

BREITLING - a mid-size Callisto 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case with 
bi-colour calibrated bezel. Reference 
80510, numbered 7079. Signed quartz 
movement with quick date set. Light 
champagne dial with Arabic numeral 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed brown leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
33mm.  £300-400

26  
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BULGARI - a lady’s Rettangolo wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case with a 
row of factory set pink stones to each 
side. Reference RT39S, serial L26997. 
Signed quartz movement. Purple dial 
with baton hour markers, oversized 
Arabic numeral three and nine. Fitted 
to a signed purple alligator strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 21mm.  
£400-600

36   

BUECHE-GIROD - a lady’s bracelet 
watch. 9ct yellow gold case. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date 
set. Champagne dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a 9ct yellow gold integral 
bracelet with folding clasp. 22mm. 
25gms.  £180-260

35  

BREVA - a limited edition gentleman’s Genie 01 wrist watch. Number 14 of 
55. 18ct white gold case. Reference GENIE 01/M, serial 770068. Signed manual 
wind calibre GENIE 01. Skeletonised dial with subsidiary smoky sapphire dial 
showing hours and minutes with baton hour markers, Arabic numeral twelve 
and six, inner seconds track, altitude scale between nine and one, barometric 
pressure forecasting dial to two, power reserve indicator to four with signature 
engraved compass rose detailing, two air pressure aneroïds to six. Fitted to a 
signed grey alligator strap with 18ct white gold deployant clasp. 44mm. Box and 
papers.  £38,000-48,000

34     

BREITLING - a gentleman’s 

Chronomat Yachting 

chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
B13048, serial 1-21208. Signed 
automatic calibre B13 with quick 
date set. White dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary recorder 
dials to six, nine and twelve, 
date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed blue lizard strap 
with stainless steel pin buckle. 
39mm.  £600-800

33   
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BULOVA - a gentleman’s Precisionist 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference C877648, serial 10093096. 
Unsigned quartz movement with 
quick date set. Brown dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed brown leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
45mm. Box and papers.  £70-100

43    

BULOVA - a gentleman’s Accutron 
wrist watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
0208030. Signed electronic calibre 
2180. White dial with Arabic numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
tan leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 34mm. Together with a Seiko 
bracelet watch and a Fossil bracelet 
watch.  £70-100

42  

BULOVA - a gentleman’s Precisionist 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference C877648, serial 12776286. 
Unsigned quartz movement with 
quick date set. Black dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
45mm. Box and papers.  £70-100

41    

BULGARI - a gentleman’s Diagono 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference LC 35 S, serial L 2973. 
Signed automatic calibre 220-MBBA 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, Arabic numeral 
twelve and six, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
36mm.  £400-600

40  

BULGARI - a lady’s B.zero1 wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
BZ22S, serial D51687. Signed quartz 
movement. Black dial with triangular 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
grey leather strap with stainless steel 
deployant clasp. 22mm.  £150-200

39  

BULGARI - a lady’s Diagono 
Aluminium wrist watch. Aluminium 
case. Reference AL32TA, serial 
L43897. Signed quartz movement 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
factory set diamond dot hour markers, 
Arabic numeral twelve and six, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
black rubber strap with aluminium pin 
buckle. 32mm.  £360-460

38  

BULGARI - a lady’s Solotempo 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference ST29S, serial M58024. 
Signed quartz movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with baton hour 
markers, Arabic numeral twelve and 
six, date aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed stainless steel bracelet with 
double folding clasp. 29mm.  £70-100

37  
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CARTIER - a Pasha bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case. Reference 2475, 
serial 823837UF. Signed automatic 
calibre 052 with quick date set. Pink 
dial with baton hour markers, quarterly 
Arabic numerals, split date aperture to 
six. Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
35mm.  £900-1,400

51  

CARTIER - a Santos Ronde bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Reference AC 9.80, serial 
090748768. Signed automatic calibre 
076. White dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with folding clasp. 
24mm.  £300-500

50  

CARTIER - a Panthere bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
1300, serial CC523243. Signed quartz 
calibre 87.06 with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with double folding clasp. 29mm. 
Box.  £500-700

49   

CARTIER - a Pasha GMT bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 2377, 
serial 52031CD. Signed automatic 
calibre 048 with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with gilt baton hour 
markers, quarterly Arabic numerals, 
date aperture between four and five. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
35mm.  £660-860

48  

CARTIER - a Ceinture wrist watch. 

Yellow metal case, stamped 18k 
750, with tri-colour bezel. Numbered 
810450865. Signed quartz calibre 
81. White dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed black 
crocodile strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 27mm.  £660-860

47   

CARTIER - a Panthere bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Reference 1120, serial 
C98668. Signed quartz calibre 157. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
bracelet with stainless steel double 
folding clasp. 21mm.  £500-700

46  

CARTIER - a Vendome wrist watch. 

Yellow metal case, stamped 18k 
with poincon. Numbered 810024503. 
Signed quartz calibre 81. White dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers. 
Fitted to an unsigned multi-colour 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 24mm.  £640-740

45  

BULOVA - a lady’s wrist watch. Gold 
plated case with stainless steel case 
back. Numbered 5345234. Signed 
manual wind calibre 10BT. Silvered 
dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to an unsigned black leather strap with 
gold plated pin buckle. 26mm.  £50-80

44  
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CARTIER - a Must De Cartier 21 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with chapter ring bezel. Reference 
1340, serial PL156680. Signed 
quartz calibre 90.06. Silvered dial. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
27mm.  £260-360

58  

CARTIER - a Pasha 

bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 2324, 
serial CC704073. Signed 
automatic calibre 049 with 
quick date set. White dial 
with baton hour markers, 
quarterly Arabic numerals, 
date aperture between four 
and five. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with 
double folding clasp. 35mm.  
£700-900

57  

CARTIER - a Tank wrist watch. Yellow 
metal case, stamped 18K. Numbered 
810520807. Signed quartz calibre 690. 
White dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 23mm.  £800-1,200

56  

CARTIER - a Santos bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 1565, 
serial CC749282. Signed quartz calibre 
157. Silvered dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 24mm.  £400-600

55  

CARTIER - a Pasha GMT bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 2377, 
serial 427581CD. Signed automatic 
calibre 048 with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
quarterly Arabic numerals, date 
aperture between four and five. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with double folding clasp. 35mm.  
£800-1,200

54  

CARTIER - a Must De Cartier Rivoli 
wrist watch. Gold plated silver case. 
Reference 062209, serial 590002. 
Signed quartz calibre 90. Champagne 
dial. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 24mm.  £200-300

53  

CARTIER - a Santos Ronde bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Numbered 090734294. 
Signed automatic movement. White 
dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
bracelet with folding clasp. 24mm.  
£440-640

52  
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CARTIER - a Tortue wrist watch. 

Diamond set 18ct yellow gold case. 
Reference 2306, serial MG236690. 
Signed quartz calibre 157.06. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed red 
crocodile strap with 18ct yellow gold 
deployant clasp. 26mm. Please see 

the condition report for details of 

third party intervention.  £1,500-2,000

64   

CARTIER - a Must de Cartier 
Vendome wrist watch. Gold plated 
silver case. Numbered 088735 590004. 
Signed quartz calibre 90. Silvered dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
24mm.  £120-180

63  

CARTIER - a Ronde Solo wrist 

watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
2933, serial 756706RX. Signed 
quartz movement. Silvered dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, inner 
twenty-four hour Arabic numerals. 
Fitted to a signed black caiman strap 
with stainless steel deployant clasp. 
29mm.  £600-800

62   

CARTIER - a Must De Cartier Tank 
wrist watch. Gold plated silver case. 
Numbered 6 132043. Signed manual 
wind calibre 79-1. Tri-colour dial. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
23mm.  £200-300

61  

CARTIER - a Santos bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 1564, 
serial 961932CD. Signed quartz calibre 
687 with quick date set. Silvered dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
date aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 29mm.  £500-700

60  

CARTIER - a Tank Francaise bracelet 

watch. Diamond set stainless 
steel case. Reference 2384, serial 
833262MX. Signed quartz calibre 057. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
diamond set stainless steel bracelet 
with diamond set double folding clasp. 
20mm. Please see the condition 

report for details of third party 

intervention.  £700-900

59  
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CARTIER - a Pasha wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case. Reference 2973, 
serial 526605RX. Signed quartz 
calibre 157. Pink dial with quarterly 
Arabic numerals. Fitted to a signed 
grey leather strap with stainless steel 
deployant clasp. 26mm.  £560-760

70  

CARTIER - a Must De Cartier 
Vendome wrist watch. Gold plated 
silver case. Reference 590004, serial 
028639. Signed quartz calibre 90. 
Black dial with diamond shaped hour 
markers, quarterly Roman numerals. 
Fitted to an unsigned black lizard 
strap with gold plated deployant clasp. 
24mm.  £150-200

69   

CARTIER - a Vendome wrist watch. 

Yellow metal case, stamped 18k 
with poincon. Numbered 810011364. 
Signed quartz calibre 690. White dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
30mm.  £800-1,200

68  

CARTIER - a Ceinture wrist watch. 
Factory diamond set 18ct bi-colour 
gold case. Numbered 660080081. 
Signed quartz calibre 66. White dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed purple satin strap 
with 18ct yellow gold deployant clasp. 
22mm. Box and papers.  £1,200-1,800

67    

CARTIER - a Panthere Vendome 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with yellow metal bezel. Numbered 
669200056. Signed quartz calibre 157. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
24mm.  £600-800

66  

CARTIER - a Must de Cartier 21 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with chapter ring bezel. Reference 
1340, serial PL347158. Signed quartz 
calibre 690. Silvered dial. Fitted to a 
signed bi-colour bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 28mm.  £260-360

65  
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CHAUMET - a gentleman’s wrist 

watch. 18ct yellow gold case with 
engraved case back. Numbered 
206193. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Champagne dial 
with baton hour markers, Roman 
numeral twelve, date aperture to six. 
Fitted to a signed green caiman strap 
with gold plated pin buckle. 31mm.  
£500-700

77   

CHANEL - a lady’s Premiere bracelet 
watch. Gold plated case. Reference 
H0001, serial M.S. 7290. Signed quartz 
movement. Black dial. Fitted to a 
signed gold plated bracelet interwoven 
with black leather ribbons, with folding 
clasp. 20mm.  £300-500

76  

CHANEL - a lady’s La Ronde 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered B.K.44746. Unsigned 
quartz movement. White dial. Fitted 
to a signed cream leather strap 
with stainless steel deployant clasp. 
29mm.  £300-400

75  

CHANEL - a gentleman’s J12 

bracelet watch. Ceramic case with 
factory diamond set bezel. Numbered 
D.D.30386. Signed automatic 
movement with quick date set. Black 
dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
date aperture between four and five. 
Fitted to a signed ceramic bracelet 
with titanium double folding clasp. 
39mm. Box and papers.  £2,000-3,000

74    

CARTIER - a Tank Francaise 

Chronoflex chronograph wrist watch. 

18ct yellow gold case. Reference 
1830, serial 358916MG. Signed quartz 
calibre 212P with quick date set. 
Cream dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials to 
four and seven, date dial to twelve. 
Fitted to a signed brown alligator strap 
with 18ct yellow gold deployant clasp. 
28mm.  £900-1,400

73   

CARTIER - a Must De Cartier Tank 
wrist watch. Gold plated silver case. 
Reference 5057001, serial 59966. 
Signed quartz calibre 057. Silvered 
dial with Arabic numeral hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed black caiman strap 
with gold plated deployant clasp. 
20mm.  £150-200

72   

CARTIER - a Santos bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Reference 1567, serial 
BB065147. Signed quartz calibre 157. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with folding clasp. 
23mm.  £400-600

71  
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DIOR - a lady’s Malice wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
D78-109, serial DX1791. Unsigned 
quartz movement. Black dial with 
quarterly baton hour markers, Arabic 
twelve. Fitted to a signed black satin 
strap with stainless steel white stone 
set safety pin and stainless steel pin 
buckle. 19mm.  £100-150

83  

DE GRISOGONO - a gentleman’s 

Instrumento No. Uno wrist watch. 

18ct yellow gold case. Reference 
004455, serial 145/200-4. Signed 
automatic movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, secondary 
time zone dial to six, date aperture 
between seven and eight. Fitted to a 
signed black alligator strap with 18ct 
yellow gold double folding clasp. 
33mm.  £3,000-4,000

82   

CORUM - a lady’s wrist watch. 

Factory diamond set 18ct yellow gold 
case. Reference 985.630.56, serial 
597065. Signed quartz calibre 400509. 
Mother-of-pearl dial. Fitted to a signed 
black caiman strap with 18ct yellow 
gold pin buckle. 20mm.  £500-700

81   

CORUM - a gentleman’s Rolls 

Royce wrist watch. 18ct yellow gold 
case with protective grill. Numbered 
55595 326570. Signed manual 
wind movement. Black dial. Fitted 
to a signed black crocodile strap 
with gold plated pin buckle. 29mm.  
£1,000-1,500

80   

CORUM - a lady’s Trapeze wrist 

watch. Stainless steel case with a row 
of factory set diamonds to each side. 
Reference 105.406.47, serial 688535. 
Unsigned quartz movement. Pink 
mother-of-pearl dial with chevron hour 
markers, quarterly Arabic numerals, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to a signed pink caiman strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 28mm.  
£400-600

79   

CHOPARD - a lady’s Ice Cube 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 11/8898, serial 1051242. 
Unsigned quartz movement. Mirror 
effect dial. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with double folding 
clasp. 22mm. Papers.  £600-800

78   
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EBEL - a lady’s Classic Wave bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with gold 
plated bezel. Reference 1057901, 
serial 18120969. Signed quartz calibre 
057. Cream dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with folding clasp. 
23mm.  £100-150

89  

DUNHILL - a lady’s Millennium 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with gold plated bezel. Numbered 12 
68882. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Silvered dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with folding clasp. 
25mm.  £80-120

88  

DUNHILL - a gentleman’s 

Millenium Diver’s wrist watch. 

18ct yellow gold case with 
calibrated bezel. Numbered 65 
QXRM 10015. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. 
White dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, date aperture to 
six. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with signed 18ct 
yellow gold double folding clasp. 
37mm.  £1,000-1,500

87  

DUNHILL - a lady’s Millenium bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with gold 
plated bezel. Signed quartz movement 
with quick date set. White dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with folding clasp. 
25mm.  £100-150

86  

DUNHILL - a gentleman’s Centenary 
chronograph wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case. Numbered 142 12816 
MXQH. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers, quarterly Arabic 
numerals, subsidiary recorder dials to 
two, six and ten, date aperture to four. 
Fitted to a signed brown alligator strap 
with stainless steel deployant clasp. 
32mm. Papers.  £200-300

85    

DOXA - a gentleman’s Sub 300T 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
58098-59. Numbered 719428 33110. 
Signed automatic movement with 
quick date set. Orange dial with 
luminous baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 42mm. Box.  £700-900

84   
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GIRARD-PERREGAUX - a 

gentleman’s bracelet watch. Yellow 
metal case. Signed manual wind 
movement. Champagne dial with dot 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
yellow metal bracelet with folding 
clasp. 22mm. 80gms.  £1,500-2,000

95  

GARRARD - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. 9ct yellow gold case, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1991. 
Numbered 736618. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed black leather strap with 
gold plated pin buckle. 34mm. Box.  
£100-150

94   

EBEL - a gentleman’s 

Classic Wave chronograph 

wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case. Reference E9126F41, 
serial 58516771. Signed 
automatic calibre 126 with 
quick date set. Black dial 
with baton hour markers, 
Roman numeral twelve, 
subsidiary recorder dials 
to three, six and nine, date 
aperture between four and 
five. Fitted to a signed 
black crocodile strap with 
stainless steel double 
folding clasp. 40mm. 
Papers.  £500-700

93    

EBEL - a lady’s 1911 bracelet watch. 

Yellow metal case, stamped 18k with 
poincon. Reference 888901, serial 
72100157. Signed quartz calibre 688 
with quick date set. Champagne dial 
with factory set diamond dot hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed yellow metal 
bracelet, marked as 18k with folding 
clasp. 25mm. 82gms. Box and 
papers.  £1,200-1,800

92    

EBEL - a lady’s Classic Wave bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Reference 1057901, serial 
18211910. Signed quartz calibre 057. 
Mother-of-pearl dial with factory set 
diamond dot hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed bi-colour bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 22mm.  £120-180

91  

EBEL - a gentleman’s Beluga wrist 

watch. Yellow metal case, stamped 
18K, 750. Numbered 894960. Signed 
automatic movement with quick 
date set. Cream dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with signed yellow 
metal deployant clasp, stamped 750. 
34mm.  £500-700

90  
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GUCCI - a lady’s 6300L wrist watch. 
Gold plated case. Reference 6300L, 
serial 39980. Signed quartz calibre 
GUCCI-1. Black dial. Fitted to a signed 
black leather strap with gold plated 
pin buckle. 21mm.Together with three 
other watches.  £80-120

102  

GUCCI - a lady’s 600L bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 600L, 
serial 0005977. Signed quartz calibre 
GUCCI-1. Black dial. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 21mm. Together with 
three other Gucci watches.  £80-120

101  

GUCCI - a lady’s 100L bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Numbered 
10237941. Signed quartz movement. 
Silvered dial with quarterly Roman 
numerals. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with double folding 
clasp. 30mm.  £40-60

100  

GUCCI - a lady’s 8900L bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Number 
rubbed. Signed quartz movement 
with quick date set. Grey dial with 
Arabic numeral minute markers, Arabic 
numeral twelve, date aperture to six. 
Fitted to an unsigned stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
26mm. Together with a lady’s Gucci 
6000.2L bracelet watch.  £80-120

99  

GUCCI - a lady’s 1500L bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
1500L, serial 735725. Unsigned quartz 
movement. Mother-of-pearl dial. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bangle 
bracelet with folding clasp. 11mm. 
Together with a lady’s 9000L Gucci 
bracelet watch.  £80-120

98  

GIRARD-PERREGAUX - a lady’s 

Vintage 1945 wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case with exhibition case 
back. Reference 25932, numbered 
690. Signed automatic movement 
with quick date set. Blue dial with 
Arabic numeral twelve, three and 
six, mother-of-pearl crescent moon 
decoration, factory set diamond 
“stars”, subsidiary seconds dial to 
nine, date aperture between one and 
two. Fitted to a signed blue alligator 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
28mm.  £800-1,200

97   

GIRARD-PERREGAUX - 

a gentleman’s F1-2000 

chronograph wrist watch. 

Number 634 of 2000. 
Stainless steel case. 
Reference 4956. Signed 
automatic calibre 3370 with 
quick date set. Grey dial 
with baton hour markers, 
Arabic numeral twelve, 
subsidiary recorder dials 
to two, six and ten, date 
aperture between four and 
five. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 
40mm.  £800-1,200

96  
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HAMILTON - a Winthrop wrist watch. 
Circa 1939. Gold filled case with 
engraved case back. Numbered 
527171. Signed manual wind calibre 
980. Silvered dial with Arabic numeral 
hour markers, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 20mm.  £100-150

109  

HAMILTON - a gentleman’s Pacer 
wrist watch. Gold filled case. 
Numbered S179113. Signed electric 
calibre 500. Black dial with arrowhead 
hour markers, quarterly Arabic 
numerals. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 32mm. Box.  £200-300

108   

HAMILTON - a 
gentleman’s Khaki GMT 
Air Race wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back. 
Reference H776950. 
Signed automatic 
movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with 
Arabic numeral hour 
markers, date aperture 
to three, inner minute 
track with secondary 
time zone aperture 
between twelve and two, 
aperture revealing cities 
of the world between 
five and seven. Fitted to 
a signed black leather 
strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 43mm. 
Papers.  £300-400

107   

GUCCI - a lady’s 5500L bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
11814025. Signed quartz movement 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
factory set diamond dot hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with double folding clasp. 27mm. 
Together with a Gucci 5500L bracelet 
watch.  £120-180

106  

GUCCI - a lady’s G-Timeless bracelet 
watch. Factory diamond set stainless 
steel case. Reference 126.2, serial 
12304737. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Mother-of-pearl 
dial with factory set diamond dot hour 
markers, date aperture between four 
and five. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
27mm.  £200-300

105  

GUCCI - a lady’s 3900L bracelet 
watch. Gold plated case. Reference 
3900L, serial 0263022. Unsigned 
quartz movement. Champagne dial 
with baton hour markers to twelve 
and six. Fitted to a signed gold plated 
bracelet with folding clasp. 12mm. 
Papers.  £60-90

104   

GUCCI - a gentleman’s 8600M 
chronograph wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case. Numbered 10645928. 
Signed quartz movement with quick 
date set. White dial with baton hour 
markers, quarterly Roman numerals, 
subsidiary recorder dials to two, six 
and ten, date aperture to four. Fitted 
to a signed brown alligator strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 35mm.  
£150-200

103   
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HERMES - a lady’s Kelly wrist watch. 
Gold plated padlock form case. 
Numbered 949329. Signed quartz 
movement. Champagne dial with 
quarterly hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed black leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 20mm.  £240-340

116  

HERMES - a lady’s Cape Cod wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
CC1.210, serial 2378633. Signed 
quartz movement. White dial with 
Arabic numeral hour markers. Fitted 
to an unsigned black leather strap 
with signed stainless steel pin buckle. 
22mm.  £300-400

115  

HERMES - a lady’s Kelly wrist watch. 
Gold plated padlock form case. 
Numbered 731806. Signed quartz 
movement. White dial with quarterly 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed tan 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 20mm.  £240-340

114  

HERMES - a lady’s Clipper bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Numbered 548883. 
Unsigned quartz movement with 
quick date set. White dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
bracelet with clasp. 24mm.  £200-300

113  

HAMILTON - a lady’s Lady Hamilton 
wrist watch. White metal case, 
stamped 14K. Numbered 805466 
29384. Signed manual wind 
movement, numbered 516576A. White 
dial with dot hour markers, quarterly 
batons. Fitted to an unsigned black 
material strap with stainless steel 
folding clasp. 14mm. Box.  £100-150

112   

HAMILTON - a gentleman’s bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with 
engraved case back. Numbered 
702010-3 A. Signed electronic calibre 
702 with quick day and date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
day and date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 35mm.  £70-100

111  

HAMILTON - a gentleman’s Pacer 
wrist watch. Gold filled case. 
Numbered S500217. Signed 
electric calibre 500A. Black dial with 
arrowhead hour markers, quarterly 
Arabic numerals. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 32mm.  £200-300

110  
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HERMES - a lady’s Croisiere bracelet 
watch. Bi-colour case. Numbered 
97240. Signed quartz movement. 
White dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with folding clasp. 
18mm.  £150-200

122  

HERMES - a lady’s Kelly wrist 
watch. Gold plated padlock form 
case. Numbered 414199. Signed 
quartz movement. Burgundy dial with 
quarterly hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed grey ostrich strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 20mm.  £300-400

121   

HERMES - a gentleman’s 
Clipper chronograph wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered 770099. Signed 
quartz movement with quick 
date set. White dial with 
Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to 
two, six and ten, date aperture 
to four. Fitted to an unsigned 
leather tan strap with stainless 
steel deployant clasp. 
38mm.  £400-600

120  

HERMES - a lady’s Kelly wrist watch. 
Gold plated padlock form case. 
Numbered 971059. Signed quartz 
movement. White dial with quarterly 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed tan 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 20mm.  £300-400

119  

HERMES - a mid-size Cape 
Cod wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 
CC1.710, serial 1310147. 
Signed automatic movement 
with quick date set. Silvered 
dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed brown 
leather wraparound strap with 
unsigned nickel plated pin 
buckle. 29mm.  £400-600

118  

HERMES - a lady’s Croisiere wrist 
watch. Bi-colour case. Numbered 
227664. Signed quartz movement with 
quick date set. White dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 18mm.  £100-150

117  
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HUBLOT - a limited edition 

gentleman’s Big Bang All Black 

chronograph bracelet watch. Number 
261 of 500. PVD-treated bi-metal 
case with exhibition case back. 
Reference 301.C1.1110.C1, serial 
764138. Signed automatic movement 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
alternating Arabic numeral and baton 
hour markers, subsidiary recorder dials 
to three, six and nine, date aperture 
between four and five. Fitted to a 
signed PVD-treated ceramic bracelet 
with PVD-treated stainless steel 
double folding clasp. 48mm. Box and 
papers.  £3,800-4,800

129    

HUBLOT - a gentleman’s 

Classic Fusion Black Magic 

watch. Ceramic case with 
PVD-treated titanium bezel. 
Reference 511.CH.1670.RX, 
serial 803821. Automatic 
movement with quick date 
set. Carbon-fibre dial with 
baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed black rubber strap 
with bi-material deployant 
clasp. 46mm. Box and 
papers.  £3,000-5,000

128    

HUBLOT - a limited edition 

gentleman’s Big Bang All Black 

Green chronograph wrist watch. 

Number 408 of 500. Ceramic case 
with exhibition case back. Numbered 
880091. Signed automatic calibre 
HUB4100 with quick date set. 
Black dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three, 
six and nine, date aperture between 
four and five. Fitted to a signed black 
alligator and rubber strap with PVD-
treated titanium deployant clasp. 
44mm. Box and papers.  £4,000-6,000

127     

HUBLOT - a gentleman’s MDM 

chronograph wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal 
tachymeter bezel. Reference 1620 
2, serial 212312. Signed quartz 
calibre 1270 with quick date set. 
White dial with dot hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three, 
six and nine, date aperture to six. 
Fitted to a signed black rubber strap 
with bi-metal double folding clasp. 
37mm.  £600-800

126  

HUBLOT - a gentleman’s MDM 

chronograph wrist watch. 18ct yellow 
gold case with tachymeter bezel. 
Reference 1621.3, serial 274236. 
Signed quartz calibre 1270 with quick 
date set. Blue dial with dot hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials to 
three, six and nine, date aperture to 
six. Fitted to a signed rubber strap 
with 18ct yellow gold double folding 
clasp. 37mm.  £1,800-2,600

125  

HEUER - a gentleman’s Manhattan 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 104 403, serial 373952. 
Signed quartz movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with baton hour 
markers, digital display to twelve, date 
aperture to four. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 36mm.  £260-360

124  

HEUER - a gentleman’s Autavia 

GMT chronograph bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with twenty-four 
hour calibrated bezel. Reference 
11630. Signed automatic calibre 14. 
Black dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three and 
nine, date aperture to six. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 42mm.  £1,500-2,000

123  
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IWC - a gentleman’s 

Pilot’s Mark XVI wrist 

watch. Stainless steel 
case. Numbered 5056890. 
Signed automatic calibre 
C.30110 with quick date 
set. Black dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed black alligator 
strap with stainless steel 
pin buckle. 39mm. Box and 
papers.  £1,400-2,000

134     

IWC - a gentleman’s trench watch 
retailed by Russells Ltd. 18ct yellow 
gold case, import hallmarked London 
1921. Numbered 777695. Signed 
manual wind Stauffer Peerless calibre 
64, number 708647. White enamel dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary sunken seconds dial to six. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
31mm. Papers.  £260-360

133   

HUBLOT - a gentleman’s MDM 

Classic chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal tachymeter bezel. Reference 
1620 2, serial 218950. Signed quartz 
calibre 1270 with quick date set. 
Black dial with dot hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three, six 
and nine, date aperture to six. Fitted 
to a signed black rubber strap with 
stainless steel double folding clasp. 
36mm.  £600-800

132  

HUBLOT - a 

gentleman’s Big Bang 

chronograph wrist 

watch. 18ct rose gold 
case. Reference 341, 
serial 801268. Signed 
automatic movement 
with quick date 
set. White dial with 
alternating Arabic and 
baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder 
dials to three, six and 
nine, date aperture 
between four and 
five. Fitted to a signed 
white rubber strap with 
rose gold deployant 
clasp. 44mm. 
Box.  £6,000-8,000

131   

HUBLOT - a lady’s Big 

Bang Tutti Frutti Purple 

wrist watch. 18ct rose 
gold case with factory 
baguette amethyst set 
bezel. Numbered 838223. 
Quartz movement. White 
dial with alternating 
Arabic numeral and baton 
hour markers. Fitted to 
a signed purple alligator 
and rubber strap with 
18ct rose gold deployant 
clasp. 38mm. Box and 
papers.  £6,000-8,000

130     
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JAEGER-LECOULTRE 

- a gentleman’s Master 

Calendar wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back. 
Reference 147.8.41.S, serial 
2529325. Signed automatic 
movement. Silvered dial with 
arrowhead hour markers, 
day aperture to nine, month 
aperture to three, power 
reserve indicator to twelve, 
subsidiary seconds dial with 
moon phase aperture to six, 
outer date track. Fitted to a 
signed brown alligator strap 
with stainless steel double 
folding clasp. 40mm. Box and 
papers.  £3,000-4,000

140     

JAEGER-LECOULTRE - a lady’s 

Reverso Duetto wrist watch. Factory 
diamond set reversible stainless 
steel case. Reference 266.8.44, serial 
2003587. Manual wind movement. 
Primary silvered guilloche dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
secondary mother-of-pearl dial. 
Fitted to a signed black alligator strap 
with stainless steel deployant clasp. 
21mm.  £1,500-2,000

139   

JACOB & CO. - a gentleman’s Five 

Time Zone Theo Fennell Special 

Edition wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case. Numbered S4170. Signed quartz 
movement with quick date set. Black 
and purple dial with quarterly luminous 
Arabic numerals, subsidiary time zone 
dials to two, four, eight and ten, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed black 
polyurethane strap with stainless steel 
deployant clasp. 46mm.  £700-900

138  

JACOB & CO. - a lady’s Five Time 

Zone wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case with factory diamond set bezel. 
Numbered SJ0118. Signed automatic 
movement with quick date set. Pink 
mother-of-pearl with pave diamond 
set world map dial, subsidiary time 
zones to two, four, eight and ten, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
white alligator strap with stainless steel 
deployant clasp. 46mm.  £1,000-1,500

137   

IWC - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case. Numbered 
1165900. Signed manual wind 
calibre 89. Silvered dial with dot hour 
markers, quarterly Arabic numerals. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with nickel plated pin buckle. 
34mm.  £560-760

136  

IWC - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 

Yellow metal case, stamped 18k with 
poincon. Numbered 1385315. Signed 
manual wind calibre C.89. Silvered dial 
with alternating Arabic numeral and 
chevron hour markers. Fitted to an 
unsigned brown leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 36mm.  £700-900

135  
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LONGINES - a gentleman’s Presence 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference L4.720.4, serial 34850396. 
Signed quartz calibre L.263.2 with 
quick date set. White dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with double folding 
clasp. 33mm.  £150-200

146  

JAEGER-LECOULTRE - a 

gentleman’s Memovox wrist watch. 

Yellow metal case, stamped 18K 
0,750. Numbered F.C 4048. Signed 
manual wind calibre K814. Silvered 
dial with baton hour markers, Arabic 
numeral twelve and six. Fitted to an 
unsigned brown leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 32mm.  £840-1,200

145  

JAEGER-LECOULTRE - a gentleman’s 
Gentilhomme wrist watch. 18ct yellow 
gold case. Reference 153.1.21, serial 
0286. Signed quartz movement, 
numbered 2475978. White dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to a signed black crocodile strap 
with 18ct yellow gold pin buckle. 
25mm.  £300-400

144   

JAEGER-LECOULTRE - a lady’s 

Reverso Duetto wrist watch. Factory 
diamond set reversible 18ct yellow 
gold case. Reference 266.1.11, serial 
2057899. Manual wind movement. 
Primary silvered guilloche dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
secondary mother-of-pearl dial. Fitted 
to a signed black alligator strap with 
18ct yellow gold deployant clasp. 
21mm.  £1,800-2,600

143   

JAEGER-LECOULTRE - a gentleman’s 
wrist watch. 9ct yellow gold case 
with engraved case back, hallmarked 
Birmingham 1974. Numbered 451702. 
Signed manual wind calibre 818/2. 
Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 35mm.  £300-400

142  

JAEGER-LECOULTRE - a lady’s 

Ideale bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with factory diamond set lugs. 
Reference 460.8.08, serial 2377697. 
Signed quartz calibre H1137. Blue 
dial with white dot hour markers, 
Arabic numeral six. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 17mm.  £500-700

141  
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LONGINES - a gentleman’s 
Conquest wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference L1.611.4, 
serial 35192582. Signed automatic 
calibre L 633.5 with quick date 
set. Silvered dial with wedge hour 
markers, date aperture to twelve. 
Fitted to a signed black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 35mm.  £300-400

152  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s 
Master Collection bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case 
with yellow metal bezel and 
exhibition case back. Reference 
L2.628.5, serial 40984556. 
Signed automatic calibre 
L619.2 with quick date set. 
Champagne dial with factory 
diamond set hour markers, 
date aperture to six. Fitted to 
a signed bi-metal bracelet with 
double folding clasp. 38mm.  
£400-600

151  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s Jamboree 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered 6884 16. Signed manual 
wind calibre 280. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers, quarterly Arabic 
numerals. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 34mm. Box.  £100-150

150   

LONGINES - a lady’s Elegance 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference L5.132.4, serial 26876221. 
Signed quartz calibre L160.2 with 
quick date set. White dial with baton 
hour markers, Roman numeral twelve, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 23mm.  £80-120

149  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s Flagship 
wrist watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Reference 
243, serial 3318-5. Signed automatic 
calibre 345. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned tan leather strap 
with gold plated pin buckle. 35mm. 
Box.  £120-180

148   

LONGINES - a gentleman’s Conquest 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with gold plated bezel. Numbered 
21467831. Signed quartz calibre 
L156.2. White dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed bi-colour bracelet 
with stainless steel folding clasp. 
34mm. Together with a lady’s Maurice 
Lacroix wrist watch.  £80-120

147  
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LONGINES - a gentleman’s Admiral 
wrist watch. Gold plated case. 
Reference 3028-507, serial 6564087. 
Signed automatic calibre 507, 
numbered 14906019. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers, day and date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
brown leather strap with gold plated 
pin buckle. 35mm.  £150-200

159  

LONGINES - a lady’s Prestige 
bracelet watch. 18ct yellow gold case. 
Reference L6.111.6, serial 29028487. 
Signed quartz calibre L963.2. White 
dial with dot hour markers, quarterly 
Roman numerals. Fitted to a signed 
18ct yellow gold bracelet with folding 
clasp. 14mm. 27gms.  £300-400

158  

LONGINES - a lady’s Prestige 
wrist watch. 18ct yellow gold case. 
Reference L4.210.6, serial 30000838. 
Signed quartz calibre L.209.2. Silvered 
dial with baton hour markers, Roman 
numeral twelve and six. Fitted to an 
unsigned black leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 23mm.  £180-260

157  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s Li wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 20739953. 
Signed quartz calibre L270.2 with 
quick date set. Champagne dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 32mm. Together with a lady’s 
gold plated Longines La Grande 
Classique bracelet watch.  £100-150

156  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s Elegance 
bracelet watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Reference 
L5 634 2, serial 27527877. Signed 
automatic calibre L619.2 with quick 
date set. Champagne dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed gold plated bracelet 
with folding clasp. 32mm.  £100-150

155  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s Elegance 
bracelet watch. Bi-colour case. 
Reference L5 632 3, serial 28498470. 
Signed quartz calibre L161.2 with 
quick date set. Champagne dial 
with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with folding clasp. 
33mm.  £120-180

154  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 21884374. 
Signed quartz calibre L150.2. White 
dial with baton hour markers. Fitted 
to an unsigned pink leather strap 
with gold plated pink clasp. 30mm. 
Together with a gentleman’s Gucci 
9040M bracelet watch.  £120-180

153  
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LOUIS VUITTON - a lady’s 

Tambour “Cup” chronograph 

wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case. Reference Q132C, serial 
RW6513. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. 
Mother-of-pearl dial with baton 
hour markers, Arabic numeral 
four, eight and twelve, date 
aperture between four and five. 
Fitted to a signed tan alligator 
strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £400-600

166   

LOUIS VUITTON - a lady’s Tambour 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference Q121C, serial RR3228. 
Quartz movement with quick date 
set. Mother-of-pearl dial with 
floral decoration, with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed brown leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
28mm.  £340-440

165  

LONGINES - a lady’s wrist watch. 
Gold plated case with stainless steel 
case back. Numbered 24689526. 
Signed quartz calibre L153.4. Black 
dial with factory set diamond dot to 
twelve. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 23mm.  £60-90

164  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 20171921. 
Signed manual wind calibre L9952 
with quick date set. Champagne dial 
with baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 31mm.  £80-120

163  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 24804852. 
Signed quartz calibre L150.4. Black 
dial with factory set diamond dot 
marker to twelve. Fitted to a signed 
black leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 32mm.  £80-120

162  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s Admiral 
wrist watch. Yellow metal case, 
stamped 18K, 0.750. Reference 8184, 
serial 15 155410. Signed automatic 
calibre 503, numbered 34379064. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
day and date aperture to three. Fitted 
to an unsigned burgundy leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
35mm.  £340-440

161  

LONGINES - a gentleman’s La Grande 
Classique bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference L4.709.4, 
serial 31161530. Signed quartz 
movement. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
stainless steel expandable bracelet. 
33mm.  £100-150

160  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
196.0066, serial 7031. Signed quartz 
calibre 1310 with quick day and date 
set. Blue dial with baton hour markers, 
day and date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 37mm.  £140-200

172  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster chronograph 

bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with tachymeter 
bezel. Reference 175 0032, 
serial 54376136. Signed 
automatic calibre 1140. Black 
dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to 
three, six and nine. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 
39mm.  £660-860

171  

MONTBLANC - a lady’s Profile wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
7047, serial PL238531. Signed quartz 
calibre 4810. White dial with baton 
hour markers, Roman numeral six 
and twelve. Fitted to a signed brown 
leather strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 23mm.  £150-200

170  

MONTBLANC - a gentleman’s 
Profile chronograph wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
7108, serial PL599165. Signed 
quartz movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with baton 
hour markers, Roman numeral 
twelve, subsidiary recorder dials 
to two, six and ten, date aperture 
to four. Fitted to a signed black 
alligator strap with stainless steel 
double folding clasp. 33mm. Box 
and papers.  £300-500

169     

MAURICE LACROIX - a lady’s Miros 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference MI2011, serial AH44038. 
Signed quartz movement. Silvered dial. 
Fitted to a signed bi-colour bracelet 
with stainless steel double folding 
clasp. 16mm.  £80-120

168  

MAURICE LACROIX - a lady’s 
Milestone bracelet watch. Bi-metal 
case. Reference 59858, serial 
AE53504. Unsigned quartz movement. 
Silvered dial. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with double folding 
clasp. 23mm. Papers.  £80-120

167   
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OMEGA - a lady’s Seamaster bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
ST5960025 7960820. Signed quartz 
calibre 1360 with quick date set. Black 
dial with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 27mm.  £80-120

179  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with yellow metal bezel. Numbered 
55751692. Signed quartz calibre 1440. 
White dial with baton hour markers, 
Roman numeral twelve, three and nine, 
date aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 32mm. Papers.  £120-180

178   

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville bracelet 
watch. Gold plated case. Numbered 
54055291. Unsigned quartz 
movement. Champagne dial with 
baton hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
gold plated bracelet with folding clasp. 
21mm.  £70-100

177  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster chronograph 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with tachymeter bezel. 
Numbered 55242392. Signed 
automatic calibre 1141. Yellow 
dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three, 
six and nine. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 39mm.  £860-1,200

176  

OMEGA - a lady’s Genève bracelet 
watch. Yellow metal case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
511.314. Signed manual wind calibre 
485, numbered 30934641. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers. Fitted to an 
unsigned yellow metal bracelet with 
folding clasp. 18mm. 22gms.  £70-100

175  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster Mk III chronograph 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case. Numbered 176.002. Signed 
automatic calibre 1040 with quick 
date set. Blue dial with baton hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials to 
six and nine, date aperture to three. 
Tachymeter rehaut. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 40mm.  £800-1,200

174   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
F300Hz bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case. Reference 198.0008. Signed 
electronic calibre 1250 with quick 
date set. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 41mm. Box.  
£200-300

173   
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
30 wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered 135.007-63. Signed 
manual wind calibre 286. Silvered 
dial with baton hour markers. Fitted 
to an unsigned black leather strap 
with stainless steel pin buckle. 
34mm.  £200-300

186  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered 14389-4. Signed manual 
wind calibre 284. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers. Fitted to an 
unsigned brown leather strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 35mm. 
Box.  £200-300

185   

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 511 
0509. Signed manual wind calibre 
625. Champagne dial with baton 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with gold plated 
pin buckle. 21mm. Together with 
another gold plated lady’s Omega De 
Ville.  £70-100

184  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 

Professional 300M bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Numbered 80768893. Signed 
automatic calibre 1120 with quick 
date set. Blue dial with luminous 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 41mm. 
Papers.  £900-1,200

183   

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville wrist watch. 
Gold plated case with stainless steel 
case back. Reference 1350, serial 
5910079. Signed quartz movement, 
numbered 44001089. Champagne 
dial with baton hour markers. Fitted to 
an unsigned brown leather strap with 
signed gold plated pin buckle. 18mm. 
Together with another lady’s Omega 
De Ville wrist watch.  £70-100

182  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Speedmaster 

Professional Mk II chronograph 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with tachymeter bezel. Numbered 
145.014. Signed manual wind calibre 
861. Black dial with luminous baton 
hour markers, subsidiary recorder 
dials to three, six and nine. Fitted to 
a signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 41mm.  £580-780

181  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville 
wrist watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
111.0139. Signed manual wind calibre 
625. Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with signed gold plated 
pin buckle. 32mm. Together with a 
lady’s Omega De Ville wrist watch and 
a lady’s Seiko wrist watch.  £80-120

180  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
wrist watch. 9ct yellow gold case, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1964. 
Numbered 343548. Signed automatic 
calibre 562. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed brown leather strap 
with gold plated pin buckle. 34mm. 
Box.  £300-400

193   

OMEGA - a mid-size Seamaster 

Professional 300M bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Numbered 80543015. Signed 
automatic calibre 1120 with quick 
date set. Blue dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 38mm.  £500-700

192  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
176005. Signed automatic calibre 
1040 with quick date set. Blue dial 
with baton hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to six and nine, date 
aperture to three. Tachymeter 
rehaut. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
41mm.  £800-1,200

191  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. 9ct yellow gold case with 
presentation inscription to the case 
back, hallmarked Birmingham 1979. 
Numbered 1325017. Signed manual 
wind calibre 1030 with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed black lizard strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 34mm.  £200-300

190   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville 
bracelet watch. Gold plated case 
with stainless steel case back. 
Numbered 53404435. Unsigned quartz 
movement. White dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed bi-colour bracelet with folding 
clasp. 32mm.  £120-180

189  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
Professional 300M bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 196 1523, serial 
59235917. Signed quartz calibre 1538 
with quick date set. Blue dial with 
luminous hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
41mm.  £400-600

188  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
Polaris bracelet watch. Bi-colour case. 
Reference 396.1022. Signed quartz 
calibre 1441 with quick date set. Grey 
dial with luminous dot hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 31mm.  £200-300

187  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
tachymeter bezel. Numbered 
56425868. Signed automatic calibre 
1151 with quick date set. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to six, nine and twelve, 
split day and month aperture to twelve, 
outer date track. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 38mm.  £800-1,200

199  

OMEGA - a mid-size Seamaster 

Professional 300M bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Numbered 55701524. Signed 
quartz calibre 1538 with quick date 
set. Blue dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 36mm. Papers.  
£540-740

198   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster chronograph 

bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with tachymeter 
bezel. Numbered 
58514561. Signed 
automatic calibre 1151 with 
quick date set. Blue dial 
with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials 
to six, nine and twelve, 
day and month aperture to 
twelve, outer date track. 
Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 38mm.  £800-1,200

197  

OMEGA - a lady’s Gèneve bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Reference 
566.047. Signed automatic calibre 684. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 30mm. Box.  £80-120

196   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville 
wrist watch. 9ct yellow gold case, 
hallmarked London 1977. Numbered 
1115067. Signed manual wind 
calibre 625. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
brown leather strap with gold plated 
pin buckle. 33mm. Box and papers.  
£240-340

195    

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Constellation 
wrist watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Automatic 
movement with quick date set. 
Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
33mm.  £160-220

194  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville 
bracelet watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
395.0875.2. Signed quartz calibre 
1378. Champagne dial with baton 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with folding clasp. 
32mm.  £120-180

206  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
Polaris bracelet watch. Bi-colour 
case. Numbered 54357259. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Grey dial with dot hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 31mm.  £240-340

205  

OMEGA - a lady’s Constellation 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with chapter ring bezel. Numbered 
55053322. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 27mm.  
£300-500

204  

OMEGA - a lady’s Seamaster Polaris 
bracelet watch. Bi-colour case. 
Numbered 53873775. Unsigned quartz 
movement. Grey dial with dot hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
22mm.  £150-200

203  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Constellation 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 168.0054. Signed automatic 
calibre 1021 with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
split day and date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 36mm.  
£200-300

202  

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Numbered 54816184. 
Signed automatic calibre 2520 
with quick date set. Champagne 
dial with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with folding clasp. 
27mm.  £300-400

201  

OMEGA - a lady’s Genève wrist watch. 
Gold plated case with stainless steel 
case back. Numbered MD566021. 
Signed automatic calibre 681. Silvered 
dial with hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned green 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 22mm.  £80-120

200  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 

Yellow metal case, stamped 18K 
0,750. Numbered 11018546. Signed 
manual wind calibre 361. Silvered dial 
with hour markers, subsidiary seconds 
dial to six. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £560-760

211  

OMEGA - a 

gentleman’s 

Seamaster 

Professional 300M 

chronograph 

bracelet watch. 

Titanium case with 
calibrated bezel. 
Numbered 60037600. 
Signed automatic 
calibre 1164 with 
quick date set. Blue 
dial with luminous 
hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder 
dials to six, nine 
and twelve, date 
aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed 
titanium bracelet with 
folding clasp. 42mm.  
£900-1,400

210  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Constellation 
wrist watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
32566678. Signed automatic calibre 
751. Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers, day and date aperture to 
three. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 35mm.  £200-300

209  

CURRENT MODEL: 

OMEGA - a 

gentleman’s Seamaster 

Professional Diver 

300M Co-Axial bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel 
case with ceramic 
calibrated bezel. 
Numbered 85771289. 
Signed automatic 
calibre 2500 with quick 
date set. Blue dial with 
luminous hour markers, 
date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 
41mm.  £800-1,200

208  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 
Constellation bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal chapter ring bezel. Numbered 
56558595. Signed quartz calibre 
1532 with quick date set. Cream 
dial with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with folding clasp. 
33mm.  £400-600

207  
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OMEGA - a De Ville bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Numbered 3950833. 
Signed quartz calibre 1377. Grey 
grid pattern dial with quarterly baton 
markers. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
29mm.  £120-180

217  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Gèneve 
wrist watch. 9ct yellow gold case, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1959. 
Numbered 993656. Signed manual 
wind calibre 30T2PC. Silvered 
dial with chevron hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to an unsigned brown leather strap 
with base metal pin buckle. 34mm.  
Box. £150-200

216   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 
Constellation bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 1980136, serial 
3980864. Signed quartz 
calibre 1422 with quick 
date set. Champagne dial 
with Roman numeral hour 
markers, date aperture to three 
Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
bracelet with folding clasp. 
32mm.  £180-260

215  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Seamaster Aqua Terra 

bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Numbered 
80672579. Signed 
automatic calibre 2500 
with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with wedge 
hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 
39mm.  £700-900

214  

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville bracelet 
watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Number 
rubbed. Unsigned quartz movement. 
Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed bi-colour 
bracelet with folding clasp. 21mm. 
Together with another lady’s Omega 
De Ville bracelet watch.  £100-150

213  

OMEGA - a lady’s Constellation 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with chapter ring bezel. Numbered 
57531930. Signed quartz calibre 1456. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 22mm.  
£250-300

212  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Constellation Perpetual Calendar 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with yellow metal chapter 
ring bezel. Numbered 57018846. 
Signed quartz calibre 1680 with 
quick date set. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with folding 
clasp. 35mm. Box and papers.  
£800-1,200

223    

OMEGA - a gentleman’s bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
9899731. Signed manual wind 
movement. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, Arabic numeral twelve, 
three and nine, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six. Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 22mm.  
£180-260

222  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 

Professional 300M bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Numbered 58613735. Signed 
quartz calibre 1538 with quick date 
set. Blue dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 44mm.  £600-800

221  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Constellation 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered 168.005. Signed automatic 
calibre 564, numbered 24783742. 
Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
34mm.  £400-600

220  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
Calendar wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case. Numbered 2757-6. Signed 
bumper automatic calibre 355, 
numbered 14938610. Silvered dial with 
arrowhead hour markers, date aperture 
to six. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £200-300

219  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 
Constellation bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal chapter ring bezel. 
Numbered 3980866. Unsigned 
quartz movement. Champagne 
dial with dot hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed bi-metal bracelet with 
folding clasp. 32mm. Together 
with a lady’s gold plated Longines 
bracelet watch. 20mm.  £200-300

218  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
Polaris bracelet watch. Bi-colour case. 
Numbered 3961022. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. Grey 
dial with luminous dot hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 31mm.  £240-340

229  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Constellation 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with chapter ring bezel. Numbered 
55636382. Signed quartz calibre 1532 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 33mm.  
£300-500

228  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville 

Co-Axial bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Numbered 87051993. 
Signed automatic calibre 2500 
with quick date set. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers, quarterly 
Roman numerals, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
37mm.  £600-800

227  

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
90976658. Signed quartz calibre 1456. 
Black dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
22mm.  £260-360

226  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
Professional 200M bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 396.1062, serial 
54599799. Signed quartz calibre 
1438 with quick date set. Black dial 
with luminous dot hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 36mm.  £200-300

225  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Seamaster Aqua Terra 

Railmaster Co-Axial bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case 
with exhibition case back. 
Numbered 80601817. Signed 
automatic calibre 2403. Black 
dial with luminous hour markers, 
quarterly Arabic numerals. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 
38mm.  £1,000-1,500

224  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 

Professional 300M bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Numbered 59248228. Signed 
quartz calibre 1538 with quick date 
set. Blue dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 41mm. Box and 
papers.  £600-800

235    

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
Professional 200M bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with yellow metal 
calibrated bezel. Numbered 396 1041. 
Unsigned quartz movement with 
quick date set. Champagne dial with 
luminous hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
40mm.  £250-350

234  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 
Seamaster Aqua Terra 
bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 
196.1113, serial 
90278288. Signed quartz 
calibre 1538 with quick 
date set. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 39mm.  £400-600

233  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
wrist watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
165.002. Signed automatic calibre 
552. Discoloured dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £100-150

232  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Constellation 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with yellow metal chapter ring bezel. 
Numbered 396 1080. Signed quartz 
calibre 1445. White dial with dot hour 
markers, subsidiary day dials to nine, 
date dial to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 32mm.  £280-380

231  

OMEGA - a lady’s Seamaster 

Aqua Terra bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case. Numbered 
59184938. Signed quartz calibre 
1424. Blue dial with chevron 
hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
29mm.  £500-700

230  
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OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville 
bracelet watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
1910131.1. Signed quartz calibre 
1365. Champagne dial with baton 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
gold plated expandable bracelet. 
30mm.  £120-180

242  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Gèneve 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case. Numbered 166.0173. Signed 
automatic calibre 1012 with quick 
date set. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 36mm.  £160-220

241  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 
Constellation bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with 
yellow metal bezel. Numbered 
195.0007 395.0803. Signed 
quartz calibre 1330. Black 
dial with baton hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
bracelet with folding clasp. 
33mm.  £160-200

240  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 
Yellow metal case, stamped 18K 0,750 
with poincon. Numbered 162 033. 
Signed automatic calibre 565 with 
quick date set. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
33mm.  £300-400

239  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Genève 

bracelet watch. 18ct yellow gold 
case, import hallmarked London 1964. 
Numbered 640883 111015. Signed 
manual wind calibre 620. Champagne 
dial with baton hour markers. Fitted 
to a signed bi-metal bracelet with 
folding clasp, stamped 18 750. 23mm. 
75gms.  £1,500-2,000

238  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Constellation 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with personal inscription to rear. 
Reference 168.0058. Signed automatic 
calibre 1011 with quick date set. Grey 
dial with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with stainless steel 
pin buckle. 33mm.  £160-220

237  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville wrist 
watch. 9ct yellow gold case, import 
hallmarked London 1966. Numbered 
161032. Signed automatic calibre 711, 
numbered 23153020. Champagne 
dial with baton hour markers. Fitted to 
an unsigned black leather strap with 
signed gold plated pin buckle. 33mm.
Box.  £400-600

236   
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OMEGA - a lady’s Constellation 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with chapter ring bezel. Numbered 
54248209. Signed quartz calibre 1455. 
Silvered dial with dot hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 22mm.  
£200-300

249  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
bracelet watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Reference 
1960084. Signed quartz calibre 1345 
with quick date set. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers, split day and date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
gold plated bracelet with folding clasp. 
34mm. Box.  £120-180

248    

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case with yellow metal 
bezel. Numbered 53992866. Signed 
quartz calibre 1455. Champagne dial 
with baton hour markers, quarterly 
Roman numerals. Fitted to a signed 
brown crocodile strap with gold plated 
pin buckle. 23mm.  £120-180

247   

OMEGA - a lady’s Seamaster bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal bezel. Numbered 796 0870. 
Signed quartz calibre 1426 with quick 
date set. White dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed bi-colour bracelet with 
folding clasp. 25mm.  £200-300

246  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster chronograph 

bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Numbered 
55678730. Signed automatic 
calibre 1143. Black dial with 
luminous baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to 
three, six and nine. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 39mm.  
£740-940

245  

OMEGA - a lady’s Genève wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
566.0074. Signed automatic calibre 
684. Black dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned black alligator 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
26mm.  £100-150

244   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s De Ville wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
162 048. Signed automatic calibre 
1002 with quick date set. Champagne 
dial with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 31mm.  £160-200

243  
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ORIS - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 7375. 
Signed automatic movement with 
quick date set. Silvered dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to an unsigned 
brown leather strap with gold plated 
pin buckle. 37mm.  £80-120

256  

ORIS - a gentleman’s 
Big Crown Commander 
bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with exhibition 
case back. Numbered 19 
12398. Signed automatic 
calibre 644. Silvered dial 
with arrowhead hour 
markers, Arabic numeral 
twelve, subsidiary seconds 
dial to nine, outer date 
track. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 
36mm.  £180-260

255  

OMEGA - a lady’s Constellation wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case with fluted 
bezel. Numbered 588.016. Signed 
automatic calibre 682. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned red 
leather strap with nickel plated pin 
buckle. 24mm.  £160-220

254  

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Seamaster 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered 2849 7 SC. Signed 
automatic calibre 500. Copper tone 
dial with pointed hour markers, 
quarterly Arabic numerals. Fitted to an 
unsigned brown leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 33mm.  £260-360

253   

OMEGA - a lady’s De Ville wrist watch. 
Gold plated case with stainless steel 
case back. Reference 505, serial 
511.0531. Signed manual wind calibre 
625, numbered 39795155. Champagne 
dial with baton hour markers. Fitted to 
an unsigned brown leather strap with 
gold plated pin buckle. 25mm.  £60-90

252   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s Genève wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 136.070. 
Signed manual wind calibre 613 with 
quick date set. Champagne dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £100-150

251   

OMEGA - a gentleman’s 

Speedmaster chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
tachymeter bezel. Numbered 
58280160. Signed automatic calibre 
1152 with quick date set. Black dial 
with baton hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to six, nine and twelve, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 38mm.  £700-900

250   
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PATEK PHILIPPE - a gentleman’s 

Calatrava wrist watch. Circa 1942. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
592, serial 507697. Signed manual 
wind calibre 12’’’120, numbered 
921892. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, Roman numeral twelve, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to an unsigned black leather strap 
with gold plated pin buckle. 32mm.  
£2,000-3,000

262  

PATEK PHILIPPE - a lady’s Ellipse 

bracelet watch. 18ct yellow gold case. 
Reference 4226/2, serial 2761258. 
Signed manual wind calibre 16-250. 
Champagne dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to an integral 18ct 
yellow gold bracelet with clasp. 23mm. 
Box.  £2,500-3,000

261   

PANERAI - a 

gentleman’s Luminor 

1950 3 Days wrist 

watch. Circa 2012. 
Stainless steel case 
with exhibition case 
back. Production 
number O 2150/2500. 
Reference OP6835, 
serial BB1565474. 
Signed manual wind 
calibre P.3000, 
numbered 015271. 
Black dial with 
baton hour markers, 
quarterly Arabic 
numerals. Fitted to a 
signed brown leather 
strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 
46mm.  £2,200-2,600

260  

PANERAI - a 

gentleman’s Luminor 

Marina wrist watch. 

Circa 2010. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 
OP 6760, serial BB 
1344412. Signed 
automatic calibre 
OP III with quick 
date set. Black dial 
with luminous hour 
markers, Arabic 
numeral twelve 
and six, subsidiary 
seconds dial to nine, 
date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed 
brown alligator strap 
with stainless steel 
deployant clasp. 
40mm. Box and 
papers.  £2,000-3,000

259     

ORIS - a gentleman’s TT1 Divers 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with exhibition case back and 
calibrated bezel. Reference 7533P, 
serial 28-67184. Signed automatic 
calibre 733 with quick date set. Black 
dial with luminous arrowhead hour 
markers, date aperture to six. Fitted to 
a signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 43mm.  £180-260

258  

ORIS - a gentleman’s Divers bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Numbered 31-90024. 
Signed automatic calibre 743. Blue 
dial with luminous hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to ten. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 47mm. Box and 
papers.  £400-600

257    
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PIAGET - a gentleman’s 

perpetual calendar wrist 

watch. Yellow metal case, 
stamped 750. Reference 
15918, serial 599561. Signed 
automatic calibre P15071. 
White dial with baton hour 
markers, moon phase 
aperture to six, subsidiary 
month dial to twelve, day 
dial to nine and date dial to 
three. Fitted to a signed black 
alligator strap with yellow 
metal pin buckle stamped 
750. 33mm.  £1,800-2,600

268   

PIAGET - a lady’s bracelet watch. 18ct 
yellow gold case, import hallmarked 
Birmingham 1957. Numbered 6882-2 
7. Signed manual wind calibre 6P. 
Silvered dial with dot and baton hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned 9ct 
yellow gold bracelet with folding clasp. 
15mm. 17gms.  £200-300

267  

PIAGET - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 
18ct white gold case. Reference 9952, 
serial 804303-02. Signed manual wind 
calibre 9P2. Copper tone dial with 
alternating Arabic numerals and hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed brown 
crocodile strap with 18ct white gold 
pin buckle. 23mm. Box.  £700-900

266    

PIAGET - a gentleman’s wrist 

watch. 18ct yellow gold case, 
import hallmarked London 
1976. Numbered 13332 
271375. Signed automatic 
calibre 12PC1, numbered 
754545. Champagne dial with 
baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed black caiman strap 
with yellow metal pin buckle. 
34mm.  £1,000-1,500

265   

PIAGET - a gentleman’s bracelet 

watch. White metal case, stamped 
750 with poincon. Reference 9592AS, 
serial 225666. Signed manual wind 
calibre 9P1. Blue dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to an integral white 
metal bracelet with clasp. 29mm. 
107gms.  £1,600-2,200

264  

PATEK PHILIPPE - a lady’s bracelet 

watch. Yellow metal case, stamped 
0.750 with poincon. Reference 3338/2, 
serial 2654814. Signed manual wind 
movement, number 991330. Silvered 
dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to an integral yellow 
metal bracelet with clasp, stamped 
750. 25mm.  £1,800-2,600

263  
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RADO - a mid-size Diastar 
Coupole bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. 
Reference 129.0593.3, serial 
10356131. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date 
set. Silvered dial with dot hour 
markers, date aperture to six. 
Fitted to a signed ceramic and 
stainless steel bracelet with 
titanium double folding clasp. 
32mm.  £200-300

274  

RADO - a gentleman’s Sintra 
chronograph bracelet watch. Ceramic 
case. Reference 538.0434.3. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with square hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to two, 
six and ten, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed ceramic bracelet 
with titanium folding clasp. 35mm.  
£120-180

273  

RADO - a mid-size Jubile bracelet 
watch. Ceramic case. Reference 
152.0332.3, serial 42802314. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Mirrored dial with factory set diamond 
dots to twelve, three and nine, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
ceramic bracelet with double folding 
clasp. 28mm. Box.  £180-260

272   

PIAGET - a gentleman’s 

Mecanique wrist watch. 18ct 
yellow gold case. Reference 
9920, serial 807072. Signed 
manual wind calibre 9P2. 
White dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed black 
alligator strap with yellow 
gold pin buckle. 33mm. Box.  
£1,000-1,500

271    

PIAGET - a lady’s wrist watch. 
18ct yellow gold case. Numbered 
8354 455762. Signed quartz calibre 
8P2. Champagne dial with dot 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
black leather strap with yellow 
metal pin buckle stamped 750. 
20mm.  £400-600

270  

PIAGET - a gentleman’s wrist 

watch. 18ct yellow gold case, import 
hallmarked Birmingham possibly 1956. 
Numbered G41. Signed manual wind 
movement. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £800-1,200

269  
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RAYMOND WEIL - a mid-size wrist 
watch. Gold plated case. Reference 
9816. Unsigned quartz movement. 
White dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 24mm.  £80-120

281  

RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s 
Tango bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with gold plated bezel. Reference 
5380, serial K007964. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
White dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed bi-colour bracelet with 
double folding clasp. 27mm.  £80-120

280  

RAYMOND WEIL - a lady’s Othello 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 2321, serial K008290. 
Unsigned quartz movement. Mother-
of-pearl dial with factory set diamond 
dot hour markers, Arabic numeral 
twelve and six. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 25mm.  £90-140

279  

RADO - a gentleman’s Sintra 
Multifunction bracelet watch. Ceramic 
case. Reference 193.0354.3, serial 
4227440. Unsigned quartz movement. 
Black dial. Fitted to a signed ceramic 
bracelet with titanium double folding 
clasp. 30mm.  £180-260

278  

RADO - a gentleman’s Diastar wrist 
watch. Ceramic case with titanium 
case back. Reference 127.0544.3, 
serial 6549970. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick day and date 
set. Black dial with baton hour 
markers, day and date aperture to six. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
and satin strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 33mm.  £100-150

277  

RADO - a lady’s Florence bracelet 
watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Reference 
318.0551.3, serial 10461450. Unsigned 
quartz movement. Champagne dial 
with dot hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed gold plated bracelet with 
stainless steel double folding clasp. 
23mm.  £80-120

276  

RADO - a gentleman’s Florence 
wrist watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Reference 
129.3327.2, serial 20862570. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date 
set. Champagne dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
32mm.  £60-90

275  
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RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s 
Parsifal wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case with exhibition case back and 
gold plated bezel. Reference 2889, 
serial A202701. Signed automatic 
movement with quick date set. 
Cream dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed brown leather strap 
with stainless steel deployant clasp. 
35mm.  £120-180

289  

RAYMOND WEIL - a lady’s wrist 
watch. Gold plated case. Reference 
5758. Unsigned quartz movement. 
Black dial with factory diamond set 
hour marker to twelve. Fitted to an 
unsigned black leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 22mm.  £50-80

288  

RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. Gold plated case. Reference 
5508. Unsigned quartz movement. 
White dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 31mm.  £80-120

287  

RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s 
Tradition wrist watch. Gold plated 
case. Reference 5571, serial X527042. 
Unsigned quartz movement with 
quick date set. White dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to six. Fitted to an unsigned black 
crocodile strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 32mm. Box and papers. 
Together with a gentleman’s stainless 
steel Skagen wrist watch. 39mm. Box 
and papers.  £80-120

286     

RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s 
Tradition wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case with exhibition case back. 
Reference 2835, serial E203710. 
Signed automatic movement with 
quick date set. Black dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to six, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
36mm.  £150-200

285  

RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s 
Parsifal bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal bezel. 
Reference 9190, serial A498165. 
Unsigned quartz movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with factory set 
white stone hour markers, Roman 
numeral twelve, three and nine, date 
aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal bracelet with stainless 
steel double folding clasp. 33mm. 
Together with a gentleman’s Raymond 
Weil wrist watch and a gentleman’s 
Raymond Weil Tango bracelet 
watch.  £80-120

284  

RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s 
Classic wrist watch. Gold plated case. 
Reference 9172, serial D011435. 
Unsigned quartz movement with 
quick date set. Black dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed black leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
34mm.  £80-120

283  

RAYMOND WEIL - a gentleman’s 
Tango bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case. Reference 5381, serial K022235. 
Unsigned quartz movement with quick 
date set. Silvered dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with double folding 
clasp. 28mm.  £120-180

282  
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Circa 1991. Stainless steel case 
with yellow metal fluted bezel. 
Reference 16233, serial X681017. 
Signed automatic calibre 3135 with 
quick date set. Blue dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
Jubilee bracelet with stainless steel 
Oysterclasp. 35mm.  £1,600-2,200

296  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date bracelet watch. Circa 1970. 
Stainless steel case with white metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 6917, serial 
3045939. Signed automatic calibre 
2030. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Jubilee bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
25mm.  £600-800

295  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual 

Date GMT-Master II 

bracelet watch. Circa 
1999. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 16710, 
serial A923840. Signed 
automatic calibre 3185 
with quick date set. 
Black dial with luminous 
hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless 
steel Oyster bracelet 
with Oysterlock clasp. 
39mm.  £2,400-3,400

294  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date bracelet watch. Circa 1966. 
Stainless steel case with white metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 6517, serial 
1923266. Signed automatic calibre 
1161. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel Jubilee 
bracelet with Oysterclasp. 25mm. Box.  
£500-700

293   

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Date bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with engraved 
case back. Reference 1500, serial 
rubbed. Signed automatic calibre 
1570. Black dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
34mm.  £800-1,200

292  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Datejust bracelet watch. Circa 1988. 
18ct yellow gold case with diamond 
set bezel. Reference 69178, serial 
R821632. Signed automatic calibre 
2135 with quick date set. Black dial 
with diamond dot hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed diamond set 18ct yellow gold 
President bracelet with Crownclasp. 
26mm. Please see the condition 

report for details of third party 

intervention.  £2,400-3,400

291  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Circa 1979. Stainless steel case with 
yellow metal fluted bezel. Reference 
16013, serial 6319792. Signed 
automatic calibre 3035 with quick date 
set. Blue dial with diamond dot hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed bi-metal Jubilee bracelet 
with stainless steel Oysterclasp. 
36mm. Please see the condition 

report for details of third party 

intervention.  £1,400-2,000

290  
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CURRENT MODEL: 

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual 

Cosmograph Daytona 

chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel 
case with tachymeter 
bezel. Reference 116520, 
serial WH946032. Signed 
automatic calibre 4130. 
Black dial with luminous 
hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to three, 
six and nine. Fitted to 
a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with 
Oysterlock clasp. 38mm. 
Box.  £5,500-7,500

302   

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Submariner bracelet 

watch. Circa 1968. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
5513, serial 2549575. Signed 
automatic calibre 1520. Black dial 
with luminous hour markers. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel Oyster 
bracelet with Oysterlock clasp. 
39mm.  £2,000-3,000

301  

CURRENT MODEL: 

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual 

Cosmograph Daytona 

chronograph bracelet 

watch. Circa 2007. 
18ct Everose gold case 
with tachymeter bezel. 
Reference 116505, 
serial M409202. Signed 
automatic calibre 4130. 
Copper dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials 
to three, six and nine. 
Fitted to a signed 18ct 
Everose gold Oyster 
bracelet with Oysterlock 
clasp. 42mm. Box and 
papers.  £13,000-16,000

300    

ROLEX - a mid-size Oyster Perpetual 

Date wrist watch. Circa 1978. 18ct 
yellow gold case. Reference 6827, 
serial 5656211. Signed automatic 
calibre 2030. White dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
30mm.  £1,600-2,200

299  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Day-Date bracelet watch. 

Circa 1991. 18ct yellow gold case with 
fluted bezel. Reference 18238, serial 
N146574. Signed automatic calibre 
3155 with quick day and date set. 
Champagne dial with diamond dot 
hour markers, day and date apertures 
to twelve and three. Fitted to a signed 
18ct yellow gold President bracelet 
with Crownclasp. 35mm. Box and 
papers.  £5,000-7,000

298    

ROLEX - a lady’s Precision bracelet 
watch. 9ct yellow gold case, 
hallmarked Chester. Signed manual 
wind movement. Silvered dial with 
Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to a signed 9ct yellow gold bracelet 
with folding clasp. 21mm. 17gms.  
£200-300

297  
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Circa 1990. Stainless steel case with 
engine turned bezel. Reference 16220, 
serial L760987. Signed automatic 
calibre 3135 with quick date set. 
Copper tone dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Jubilee bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
35mm.  £1,200-1,800

309  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual bracelet watch. Circa 1989. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 1002, 
serial L591384. Signed automatic 
calibre 1570. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel Oyster bracelet with 
Oysterclasp. 34mm.  £600-800

308  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust Turn-O-Graph 

bracelet watch. Circa 1965. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal calibrated 
bezel. Reference 1625, serial 1274256. 
Signed automatic calibre 1570. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed bi-metal Jubilee bracelet with 
Oysterclasp. 35mm.  £1,600-2,200

307  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual Datejust 

bracelet watch. Circa 
1991. Stainless steel case 
with yellow metal fluted 
bezel. Reference 16233, 
serial X398909. Signed 
automatic calibre 3135 with 
quick date set. Black dial 
with Roman numeral hour 
markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal Jubilee bracelet with 
stainless steel Oysterclasp. 
35mm.  £1,200-1,800

306  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oysterdate 

Precision bracelet watch. Circa 
1961. Stainless steel case. Reference 
6694, serial 657__6. Signed manual 
wind calibre 1210. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
34mm.  £760-960

305  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Datejust bracelet watch. Circa 1978. 
Stainless steel case with yellow metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 6917, serial 
5640027. Signed automatic calibre 
2030. Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed bi-metal Jubilee bracelet 
with stainless steel Oysterclasp. 
26mm.  £600-800

304  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date bracelet watch. Circa 1963. 
Stainless steel case with white metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 6517, serial 
99_304. Signed automatic calibre 
1130. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
25mm.  £500-700

303  
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with yellow metal 
bezel. Case marking if appropriate 
1971. Reference 1600, serial 2752071. 
Signed automatic calibre 1570. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed bi-metal Jubilee bracelet 
with stainless steel Oysterclasp. 
35mm.  £1,200-1,800

316  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Datejust bracelet watch. Circa 
1986. 18ct yellow gold case with 
bark effect bezel. Reference 69278, 
serial 9686622. Signed automatic 
calibre 2135 with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed 18ct yellow gold bark effect 
President bracelet with Crownclasp. 
25mm.  £1,800-2,600

315  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Air King bracelet watch. 

Circa 1986. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 5500, serial 9554031. 
Signed automatic calibre 1520. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
34mm.  £800-1,200

314  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oysterdate 

Precision bracelet watch. Circa 1968. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 6694, 
serial 1863802. Signed manual wind 
calibre 1225. Grey dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
34mm.  £800-1,200

313  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual 

Cosmograph Daytona 

chronograph wrist watch. 

Circa 1997. 18ct white 
gold case with tachymeter 
bezel. Reference 16519, 
serial U964529. Signed 
automatic calibre 4030. 
Black dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to three, 
six and nine. Fitted to 
a signed black alligator 
strap with white gold 
Oysterlock clasp. 39mm.  
£6,500-8,500

312   

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Circa 1988. Stainless steel case with 
yellow metal fluted bezel. Reference 
16233, serial R959980. Signed 
automatic calibre 3135 with quick 
date set. Champagne dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
Jubilee bracelet with stainless steel 
Oysterclasp. 35mm.  £800-1,200

311  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Submariner wrist watch. 

Circa 1997. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 14060, 
serial U269856. Signed automatic 
calibre 3000. Black dial with luminous 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
green nylon ‘NATO’ style strap 
with stainless steel pin buckle. 
40mm.  £1,800-2,600

310  
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual Date 

GMT-Master II bracelet 

watch. Circa 1991. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
16713, serial X295049. Signed 
automatic calibre 3185 with 
quick date set. Black dial 
with luminous hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed bi-metal Oyster 
bracelet with stainless steel 
Oysterclasp. 39mm. Box and 
papers.  £2,800-3,600

322    

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Circa 2005. Stainless steel case with 
white metal fluted bezel. Reference 
116234, serial D455911. Signed 
automatic calibre 3135 with quick 
date set. Black dial with factory set 
diamond dot hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel Jubilee bracelet with 
Crownclasp. 35mm.  £1,800-2,600

321  

ROLEX - a Cellini wrist watch. Circa 
1974. Yellow metal case, stamped 
18K 0,750. Reference 3805, serial 
4255976. Signed manual wind calibre 
1600. Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned red 
crocodile strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 31mm.  £940-1,200

320   

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual Date 

GMT-Master II bracelet 

watch. Circa 1990. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
16713, serial E837040. Signed 
automatic calibre 3185 with 
quick date set. Champagne 
dial with diamond dot hour 
markers, ruby six, nine and 
twelve, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal Oyster bracelet with 
stainless steel Oysterclasp. 
39mm.  £2,800-3,800

319   

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date bracelet watch. Circa 1969. 
Stainless steel case with yellow metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 6517, serial 
2739015. Signed automatic calibre 
1161. Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed bi-metal Jubilee bracelet 
with folding clasp. 25mm.  £700-900

318  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Circa 1973. Stainless steel case with 
engine turned bezel. Reference 1603, 
serial 3894885. Signed automatic 
calibre 1570. Blue dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel Jubilee 
bracelet with Oysterclasp. 36mm. Box.  
£1,000-1,500

317   
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ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date bracelet watch. Circa 1965. 
Stainless steel case with white metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 6517, serial 
1264235. Signed automatic calibre 
1160. Silvered dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Jubilee bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
25mm.  £600-800

328  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Datejust bracelet watch. Circa 1985. 
Stainless steel case with diamond set 
yellow metal bezel. Reference 69173, 
serial 8818163. Signed automatic 
calibre 2135 with quick date set. 
Mother-of-pearl dial with diamond 
dot hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
Jubilee bracelet with stainless steel 
Oysterclasp. 26mm. Please see the 

condition report for details of third 

party intervention.  £1,400-2,000

327  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual Date 

Sea-Dweller bracelet 

watch. Circa 1999. 
Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
16600, serial A156380. 
Signed automatic calibre 
3135 with quick date set. 
Black dial with luminous 
hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless 
steel Oyster bracelet with 
Fliplock clasp. 39mm. Box 
and papers.  £2,600-3,600

326    

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual Date 

GMT-Master bracelet 

watch. Circa 1983. 
Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
16750, serial 8024099. 
Signed automatic calibre 
3075 with quick date set. 
Black dial with luminous 
hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel Oyster 
bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
38mm.  £2,200-2,800

325  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual bracelet watch. Circa 1986. 
Stainless steel case with yellow metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 1005, serial 
9710174. Signed automatic calibre 
1570. Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
Oyster bracelet with stainless steel 
Oysterclasp. 34mm.  £1,200-1,800

324  

ROLEX - a mid-size Oyster Perpetual 

bracelet watch. Circa 1955. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 6548, serial 
130283. Signed automatic calibre 
1130. Black dial with pointed hour 
markers. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
29mm.  £700-900

323  
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual Date 

GMT-Master II bracelet 

watch. Circa 2001. 
Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
16710, serial K809432. 
Signed automatic calibre 
3185 with quick date set. 
Black dial with luminous 
hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel Oyster 
bracelet with Oysterlock 
clasp. 40mm.  £2,000-2,500

334  

ROLEX - a mid-size Oyster 

Speedking wrist watch. Circa 1960. 
Stainless steel case with engine 
turned bezel. Reference rubbed, 
serial 649582. Signed manual wind 
calibre 1215. Black dial with baton 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with nickel plated 
pin buckle. 30mm. Please see the 

condition report for details of third 

party intervention.  £600-800

333  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date Yacht-Master bracelet watch. 

Circa 1992. 18ct yellow gold case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 69628, 
serial S990457. Signed automatic 
calibre 2135 with quick date set. 
White dial with dot and baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed 18ct yellow gold 
Oyster bracelet with Oysterlock clasp. 
29mm.  £2,500-3,500

332  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual 

Cosmograph Daytona 

chronograph bracelet 

watch. Circa 1999. 
Stainless steel case with 
yellow metal tachymeter 
bezel. Reference 16523, 
serial A177379. Signed 
automatic calibre 4030. 
White dial with luminous 
hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to three, six 
and nine. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal Oyster bracelet 
with Oysterlock clasp. 
39mm.  £4,800-6,800

331  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oysterquartz 

Datejust bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal fluted 
bezel. Reference 17013, serial 
6400722. Signed quartz calibre 5035. 
Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed bi-colour Oyster bracelet 
with stainless steel Oysterclasp. 
35mm.  £1,800-2,400

330  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

bracelet watch. Circa 1990. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 67180, serial 
L716985. Signed automatic calibre 
2130. White dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
Oysterclasp. 24mm.  £600-800

329  
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with yellow metal 
fluted bezel. Reference 116233, 
serial G308157. Signed automatic 
calibre 3135 with quick date set. 
Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed bi-metal Jubilee 
bracelet with Crownclasp. 36mm. 
Box.  £2,500-3,000

339   

ROLEX - a lady’s bracelet watch. 9ct 
yellow gold case, import hallmarked 
Glasgow 1927. Numbered 42997. 
Signed manual wind movement. 
Silvered dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned yellow 
metal expandable bracelet. 25mm. 
21gms.  £180-260

338  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Datejust bracelet watch. Circa 1981. 
Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal fluted bezel. Reference 6917, 
serial 7199243. Signed automatic 
calibre 2030. Mother-of-pearl dial 
with diamond dot hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal Jubilee bracelet with stainless 
steel Oysterclasp. 25mm. Please see 

the condition report for details of 

third party intervention.  £1,200-1,800

337  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s “transitional” Oyster Perpetual Date Explorer II bracelet 

watch. Circa 1985. Stainless steel case with calibrated bezel. Reference 16550, 
serial 8866894. Signed automatic calibre 3085. Cream “rail” dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted to a signed stainless steel Oyster bracelet 
with Oysterclasp. 39mm. Box and papers.  

The Explorer II 16550 was produced for a very limited time period between the 
1655 and 16570. Referred to as “transitional”, this reference shares elements with 
the earlier and later models, providing us with an almost organic development of 
the Explorer II model. Available in black or white dial configuration, production 
of the white dial was notable for a defect in paint in which it would degrade and 
turn cream in colour. This was eventually corrected, along with the change to the 
hand and dial styles of the 16570, arguably creating a less aesthetically pleasing 
combination. This piece sports one of these flawed cream dials with the “rail” 
configuration, adding to the desirability of an already rare and interesting watch. 
£4,000-6,000

336    

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Datejust bracelet watch. Circa 
1996. 18ct yellow gold case with 
fluted bezel. Reference 69178, serial 
T523589. Signed automatic calibre 
2135. Mother-of-pearl dial with 
diamond dot hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
18ct yellow gold President bracelet 
with Crownclasp. 26mm. Please see 

the condition report for details of 

third party intervention.  £2,500-3,500

335  
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual wrist watch. Yellow metal 
case, stamped 18k. Reference and 
serial numbers rubbed. Numbered 
6084 in case back. Signed automatic 
movement. Silvered dial with pointed 
hour markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 33mm.  £800-1,200

347  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oysterdate 

Precision bracelet watch. Circa 1984. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 6694, 
serial 8451372. Signed manual wind 
calibre 1225. Black dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
35mm.  £800-1,200

346  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oysterdate 
Precision wrist watch. Circa 1961. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 6066, 
serial 746102. Signed manual wind 
movement. Silvered dial with leaf hour 
markers, Arabic numeral six, nine 
and twelve, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned tan leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
30mm.  £300-500

345  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust bracelet watch. 

Circa 1977. Stainless steel case with 
engine turned bezel. Reference 1603, 
serial 5119689. Signed automatic 
calibre 1570. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Jubilee bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
35mm.  £1,000-1,500

344  

CURRENT MODEL: ROLEX - a 

gentleman’s Oyster Perpetual 

Day-Date 36 bracelet watch. Circa 
2002. 18ct Everose gold case. 
Reference 118205, serial Y243876. 
Signed automatic calibre 3155 with 
quick day and date set. Salmon 
pink dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, day and date apertures to 
twelve and three. Fitted to a signed 
18ct Everose gold Oyster bracelet 
with Crownclasp. 36mm. Box and 
papers.  £7,000-10,000

343    

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster wrist 
watch. Circa 1957. Stainless steel 
case. Reference 6480, serial 300992. 
Signed manual wind calibre 1210. 
Silvered dial with spearhead hour 
markers, Arabic numeral three, six 
and nine. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 33mm.  £400-600

342  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Air-King bracelet watch. 

Circa 2005. Stainless steel case 
with diamond set bezel. Reference 
14000M, serial D216847. Signed 
automatic calibre 3130. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel Oyster bracelet 
with Oysterclasp. 35mm. Box and 
papers. Please see the condition 

report for details of third party 

intervention.  £1,400-2,000

341    

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date bracelet watch. Circa 1983. 
Stainless steel case with engraved 
case back and yellow metal fluted 
bezel. Reference 6917, serial 
8114574. Signed automatic calibre 
2030 with quick date set. White dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed bi-metal Jubilee bracelet with 
stainless steel Oysterclasp. 25mm. 
Box.  £1,200-1,800

340   
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ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Date Submariner bracelet 

watch. Circa 2001. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
16610, serial K822759. Signed 
automatic calibre 3135 with quick 
date set. Black dial with luminous 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with Fliplock clasp. 
40mm.  £2,400-3,400

354  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s 

Oyster Perpetual 

Submariner bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 14060M, 
serial 522162E9. Signed 
automatic calibre 3130 
with quick date set. 
Black dial with luminous 
hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless 
steel Oyster bracelet 
with Fliplock clasp. 
39mm.  £2,200-3,200

353  

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 

Date bracelet watch. Circa 1979. 
Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal fluted bezel. Reference 6917, 
serial 6029982. Signed automatic 
calibre 2030. Champagne dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
Jubilee bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
25mm.  £1,000-1,500

352  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Day-Date bracelet 

watch. Circa 1968. Diamond set 
18ct yellow gold case with diamond 
set bezel. Reference 1803, serial 
2518060. Signed automatic calibre 
1556. Champagne dial with diamond 
dot hour markers, day and date 
apertures to twelve and three. Fitted 
to an unsigned diamond set yellow 
metal bracelet with folding clasp. 
36mm. Please see the condition 

report for details of third party 

intervention.  £3,000-5,000

351  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Date Submariner bracelet 

watch. Circa 2007. Stainless steel 
case with yellow metal calibrated 
bezel. Reference 16613 T, serial 
M463119. Signed automatic calibre 
3135 with quick date set. Blue dial 
with luminous hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal Oyster bracelet with Fliplock 
clasp. 39mm.  £2,800-3,600

350  

ROLEX - an Oyster wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Numbered 
489037. Signed manual wind calibre 
700. Discoloured dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to six. Fitted to an 
unsigned brown leather strap 
with stainless steel pin buckle. 
29mm.  £300-500

349  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Precision 

wrist watch. 9ct yellow gold case 
with engraved case back, hallmarked 
London 1965. Numbered 25418. 
Signed manual wind calibre 463. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers. 
Fitted to a signed Longines black 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 35mm.  £600-800

348  
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TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s 

Monza wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 
WR2110, serial QL4816. 
Signed automatic calibre 6 
with quick date set. Black 
dial with baton hour markers, 
Arabic numeral twelve and 
six, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six, date aperture between 
four and five. Fitted to a 
signed black alligator strap 
with stainless steel deployant 
clasp. 37mm.  £560-760

361   

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Formula 
1 Professional wrist watch. Plastic 
case with stainless steel case back. 
Reference 384.513. Signed quartz 
calibre 2.86 with quick date set. White 
dial with luminous hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
green rubber strap with plastic pin 
buckle. 35mm. Box.  £100-150

360   

SEIKO - a limited edition gentleman’s 

Historical Collection Professional 

600M Diver’s wrist watch. Number 
214 of 1000. Titanium case with 
PVD-treated shroud and calibrated 
bezel. Reference SBDX005, serial 
0030. Signed automatic calibre 8L35 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
luminous hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed black 
rubber strap with titanium pin buckle. 
52mm. Box and papers.  £1,000-1,500

359    

SEIKO - a gentleman’s Grand Seiko 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 9F62-0AB0, serial 361595. 
Signed quartz calibre 9F62 with quick 
date set. White dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 37mm. Box and 
papers.  £300-500

358    

ROLEX - a lady’s Oyster Perpetual 31 

bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 177200, serial 6F562880. 
Signed automatic calibre 2231. Black 
dial with luminous baton hour markers, 
Arabic numeral three, six and nine. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet with Oysterclasp. 
31mm. Box and papers.  £1,200-1,800

357    

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Oyster 

Perpetual Date bracelet watch. Circa 
1991. Stainless steel case with yellow 
metal engine turned bezel. Reference 
15223, serial X776428. Signed 
automatic calibre 3135 with quick date 
set. White dial with diamond dot and 
Roman numeral hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-metal Jubilee bracelet with stainless 
steel Oysterclasp. 34mm. Please see 

the condition report for details of 

third party intervention.  £1,800-2,600

356  

ROLEX - a gentleman’s Cellini wrist 

watch. Yellow metal case, stamped 
18k, 0.750. Serial 3607. Signed manual 
wind calibre 1600. Champagne dial 
with baton hour markers. Fitted to 
an unsigned black crocodile strap 
with signed gold plated pin buckle. 
26mm.  £1,200-1,800

355   
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TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Kirium 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WL511A, serial 171126. Signed 
automatic calibre 7 with quick date 
set. Blue dial with alternating luminous 
dots and Arabic numeral hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 39mm.  £250-350

367  

TAG HEUER - a limited 

edition gentleman’s Link 

Tiger Woods bracelet 

watch. Number 1340 of 
5000. Stainless steel case 
with exhibition case back. 
Reference RRE6884, 
serial WJF211D. Signed 
automatic calibre 6 with 
quick date set. Fitted to 
a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 
38mm.  £200-300

366  

TAG HEUER - a mid-size 2000 Series 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WE1210-R, serial Z37099. Signed 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Black dial with luminous hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 33mm.  £180-260

365  

TAG HEUER - a 
gentleman’s Link 
chronograph bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
CT2110, serial MJ6571. 
Signed automatic movement 
with quick date set. Blue 
dial with baton hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder 
dials to six, nine and twelve, 
date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 
41mm.  £300-500

364  

TAG HEUER - a lady’s 4000 Series 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WF1412-0, serial N06413. Signed 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
White dial with luminous hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 27mm.  £80-120

363  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s 

Carrera chronograph bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back and yellow metal 
tachymeter bezel. Reference CV2050-
2, serial RWA6615. Signed automatic 
calibre 16 with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to six, nine 
and twelve, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed bi-colour bracelet 
with folding clasp. 41mm.  £600-800

362  
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TAG HEUER - a mid-size 2000 Series 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Numbered 
962.213. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Silvered dial with 
luminous hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
34mm.  £80-120

373  

TAG HEUER - a 
gentleman’s Link 
chronograph bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 
CJ1111, serial FV3775. 
Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick 
date set. Silvered 
dial with baton hour 
markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to two, 
six and ten, date 
aperture between four 
and five. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding 
clasp. 41mm.  £300-500

372  

TAG HEUER - a mid-size Formula 1 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Numbered 374.513. 
Signed quartz movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed black rubber strap with 
plastic pin buckle. 34mm.  £80-120

371  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s 
Kirium bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
WL111G-0, serial XV9252. 
Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Grey dial 
with luminous hour markers, 
Arabic numeral twelve and 
six, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 37mm.  £120-180

370  

TAG HEUER - a lady’s Alter Ego 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference WP1411, serial QS1574. 
Signed quartz movement. Blue dial. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
25mm.  £120-180

369  

TAG HEUER - a mid-size Formula 1 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WAC1210, serial JR8658. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Black dial with baton hour markers, 
quarterly Arabic numerals, date 
aperture between four and five. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 35mm.  £120-180

368  
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TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Kirium 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WL111F, serial TT5287. Signed quartz 
calibre 4.01 with quick date set. Blue 
dial with dot hour markers, Arabic 
numeral twelve and six, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
39mm.  £160-260

380  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Link 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WT1111, serial AX3296. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Blue dial with baton hour markers, 
Arabic numeral six, nine and twelve, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 40mm.  £180-260

379  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s 2000 
Series bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WK1113-0, serial HC2570. Signed 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Blue dial with luminous hour markers, 
Arabic numeral twelve, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
39mm.  £150-200

378  

TAG HEUER - a lady’s Aquaracer 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WAF1414, serial RWN6604. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Mother-of-pearl dial with luminous 
hour markers, Arabic numeral twelve, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 28mm.  £180-260

377  

TAG HEUER - a lady’s 4000 Series 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case 
with gold plated calibrated bezel. 
Reference WF1420-0, serial Y71970. 
Unsigned quartz movement with quick 
date set. Silvered dial with luminous 
hour markers, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed brown leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
28mm.  £80-120

376  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Kirium 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WL1116-0, serial AN6450. Signed 
quartz calibre 2.99 with quick date set. 
Blue dial with luminous hour markers, 
Arabic numeral six, nine and twelve, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 38mm.  £160-260

375  

TAG HEUER - a 

gentleman’s re-issue 

Carrera GMT wrist 

watch. Stainless steel 
case. Reference WS2113, 
serial UE7353. Signed 
automatic movement with 
quick date set. Black dial 
with alternating Arabic 
numeral and baton hour 
markers, outer twenty-
four hour track, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to an unsigned black 
leather strap with signed 
stainless steel pin buckle. 
35mm.  £660-860

374  
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TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Formula 
1 Alarm bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WAH111B, serial RWC0307. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to three, alarm 
dial to nine, split date aperture to 
six. Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 40mm. Box 
and papers.  £240-340

387    

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Formula 
1 chronograph bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference CAC1110-0, serial 
XM3969. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, Arabic numeral 
twelve, three and nine, subsidiary 
recorder dials to two, six and ten, date 
aperture between four and five. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 41mm.  £150-200

386  

TAG HEUER - a lady’s Link bracelet 
watch. Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference WT1412, 
serial ZV6904. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. Blue 
dial with baton hour markers, Arabic 
numeral six, nine and twelve, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 26mm.  £100-150

385  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s 2000 
Series bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WK2117-0, serial UH5831. Signed 
automatic movement with quick date 
set. Blue dial with luminous hour 
markers, Arabic numeral twelve, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 39mm.  £200-300

384  

TAG HEUER - a 

gentleman’s Carrera 

chronograph wrist 

watch. Stainless steel 
case with exhibition 
case back and 
tachymeter bezel. 
Reference CV2014-2, 
serial RWE0674. Signed 
automatic calibre 16 
with quick date set. 
Black dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to six, 
nine and twelve, date 
aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed black rubber 
strap with stainless 
steel deployant clasp. 
42mm.  £900-1,400

383  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Kirium F1 
chronograph bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with calibrated bezel. 
Reference CL111A, serial HC8930. 
Unsigned quartz movement. Black 
LCD display dial. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 40mm.  £180-260

382  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Formula 
1 bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WAC1110, serial DL2343. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Black dial with hour markers, quarterly 
Arabic numerals, date aperture 
between four and five. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 41mm.  £200-300

381  
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TAG HEUER - a lady’s S/el bracelet 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back with calibrated bezel. 
Reference WG1430-0, serial J02747. 
Signed quartz calibre 4.93 with quick 
date set. Cream dial with luminous 
hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed gold plated 
bracelet with folding clasp. 23mm. 
Box.  £80-120

394   

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Monaco 

wrist watch. Stainless steel case 
with exhibition case back. Reference 
WW2110-0, serial RWR4316. Signed 
automatic calibre 6 with quick date 
set. Black dial with baton hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial to 
six, date aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed black alligator strap with 
stainless steel deployant clasp. 37mm.  
£600-800

393   

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Formula 
1 bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WAC1110-0, serial XU6905. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Black dial with baton hour markers, 
quarterly Arabic numerals, date 
aperture between four and five. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 41mm.  £200-300

392  

TAG HEUER - a lady’s 
Aquaracer bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
WAF141A, serial YU4219. 
Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Mother-of-
pearl dial with factory diamond 
set hour markers, Arabic 
numeral twelve, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 28mm.  £300-400

391  

TAG HEUER - a mid-size Formula 1 
chronograph wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case with calibrated bezel. 
Reference CA 1210-1, serial 
BP6045. Signed quartz calibre 3.97 
with quick date set. Blue dial with 
luminous hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to two, six and ten, 
date aperture between four and 
five. Fitted to a signed black rubber 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
37mm.  £100-200

390  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s S/el 
chronograph bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with calibrated bezel. 
Reference CG1114, serial WD9542. 
Unsigned quartz movement with quick 
date set. Blue dial with luminous hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials 
to two, six and ten, date aperture 
to four. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
39mm.  £300-400

389  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s 2000 
Series bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
rubbed, serial rubbed. Signed 
automatic movement with quick date 
set. Blue dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 39mm.  £200-300

388  
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TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Carrera 

GMT bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with exhibition case back. 
Reference WAR5011, numbered 
1738994. Signed automatic calibre 
8 with quick date set. Silvered dial 
with luminous baton hour markers, 
subsidiary secondary time zone dial to 
six, split date aperture to twelve. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 41mm. Box and 
papers.  £1,000-1,500

400    

TAG HEUER - a 
gentleman’s Formula 1 
chronograph wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. 
Reference CAH1111, 
serial REZ3700. Unsigned 
quartz movement. 
Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to two, six 
and ten, date aperture 
between three and 
four. Fitted to a signed 
black rubber strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 
41mm.  £250-350

399  

TAG HEUER - a 
gentleman’s Formula 1 
Indy 500 chronograph 
bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case 
with tachymeter bezel. 
Reference CAH101B, 
serial RWQ5924. 
Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick 
date set. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials 
to three, six and nine, 
split date aperture to 
twelve. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 
44mm.  £300-400

398  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Kirium 
F1 chronograph bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference CL111A-0, serial 
SM8763. Unsigned quartz movement. 
Black LCD display dial, Arabic numeral 
twelve and six. Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 38mm.  £180-260

397  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Link 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WJ1110-0, serial XZ8496. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Black dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 38mm.  £200-300

396  

TAG HEUER- a gentleman’s 1500 
Series bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WD1214-D0, serial KS0548. Signed 
quartz calibre 1.98 with quick date set. 
Blue dial with luminous hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 36mm.  £100-150

395  
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CURRENT MODEL: TISSOT - a 
gentleman’s Couturier bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
T035410A, serial 13BG0266216. 
Unsigned quartz movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with baton hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with double folding clasp. 39mm. 
Box.  £80-120

407   

TISSOT - a gentleman’s PR100 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with gold plated bezel. Numbered 
T049407A. Signed automatic 
movement with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed bi-colour bracelet with stainless 
steel folding clasp. 38mm. Box and 
papers.  £80-120

406    

TISSOT - a lady’s bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
C323/423, serial RKO-BB-37361. 
Signed automatic movement. Silvered 
dial with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 27mm. Box and 
papers.  £70-100

405    

TIFFANY & CO. - a lady’s wrist 
watch. Continental white metal case 
with chapter ring bezel, stamped 
925. Reference L0640, serial 42-053. 
Unsigned quartz movement. Silvered 
dial. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with signed stainless 
steel pin buckle. 24mm.  £150-200

404  

TAG HEUER - a gentleman’s Carrera 

chronograph bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case with exhibition 
case back and tachymeter bezel. 
Reference CV2A11, serial EEW6853. 
Signed automatic calibre 16 with 
quick day and date set. Cream dial 
with Arabic numeral minute markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to six, nine 
and twelve, day and date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
44mm.  £700-900

403  

TAG HEUER - a lady’s Formula 1 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel. Reference 
WA1418. Quartz movement with quick 
date set. White dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 28mm.  £70-100

402  

TAG HEUER - a 

gentleman’s Carrera 

chronograph wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back 
and tachymeter bezel. 
Reference CV2013, serial 
LQ5896. Signed automatic 
calibre 16 with quick date 
set. Brown dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to six, nine 
and twelve, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed 
brown leather strap with 
stainless steel deployant 
clasp. 41mm.  £800-1,200

401  
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TUDOR - a gentleman’s Oyster Prince 

Date-Day bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with yellow metal fluted 
bezel. Reference 94613, serial 249289. 
Signed automatic movement with 
quick day and date set. Champagne 
dial with baton hour markers, day 
and date apertures to twelve and 
three. Fitted to a signed bi-colour 
bracelet with folding clasp. 35mm. 
Box.  £500-700

414   

TUDOR - a gentleman’s Oyster-

Prince Submariner wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 7016/0, serial 
621958. Signed automatic calibre 
2483. Black dial with dot and 
baton hour markers. Fitted to an 
unsigned grey nylon ‘NATO’ style 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
39mm.  £1,200-1,800

413  

TUDOR - a lady’s Royal bracelet 
watch. 9ct yellow gold case, 
hallmarked Chester 1950. Numbered 
163622. Signed manual wind 
movement. Silvered dial with 
Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to an unsigned 9ct yellow gold 
bracelet with folding clasp. 22mm. 
16gms.  £120-180

412  

TUDOR - a gentleman’s Prince 
Oysterdate bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 7966, serial 
493403. Signed automatic movement. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to a 
signed stainless steel Oyster bracelet 
with Oysterclasp clasp. 33mm. 
Together with a white metal open face 
pocket watch.  £160-260

411  

TISSOT - a gentleman’s PR50 
chronograph bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference J378/476, 
serial 11BG0055574. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials 
to two, six and ten, date aperture 
to four. Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
38mm.  £70-100

410  

TISSOT - a gentleman’s PR100 
chronograph bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference T049417A, 
serial 10BC1409609. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date set. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to two, six 
and ten, date aperture to three. Fitted 
to a signed stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 40mm.  £100-150

409  

CURRENT MODEL: TISSOT - a 
lady’s Classic Dream bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
T033210A, serial 13BN0204149. 
Unsigned quartz movement with 
quick date set. White dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with folding clasp. 28mm. Box 
and papers.  £70-100

408    

TUDOR - a gentleman’s Prince 
Oysterdate wrist watch. Gold plated 
case with stainless steel case back. 
Reference 7966, serial 312940. Signed 
manual wind movement. Silvered 
dial with pointed hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £180-260

415  
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ZENITH - a lady’s bracelet watch. 
Yellow metal case, stamped 18K 0,750 
with poincon. Numbered 544A440. 
Signed manual wind calibre 1520. 
Silvered dial with baton hour markers. 
Fitted to an unsigned yellow metal 
bracelet with folding clasp, stamped 
750. 22mm. 58gms.  £800-1,200

421  

VACHERON CONSTANTIN - a 

gentleman’s wrist watch. Yellow 
metal case, stamped 18K 0750 
with poincon. Numbered 305535. 
Signed manual wind calibre V454. 
Champagne dial with arrowhead hour 
markers, quarterly Roman numerals. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
34mm.  £1,200-1,800

420  

ULYSSE NARDIN - a 

gentleman’s Classico 

wrist watch. 18ct rose gold 
case with exhibition case 
back. Reference 8156-111, 
numbered 6336. Signed 
automatic movement 
with quick date set. Light 
champagne dial with 
baton hour markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed brown alligator 
strap with 18ct rose gold 
pin buckle. 40mm. Box and 
papers.  £3,500-4,500

419     

TUDOR - a gentleman’s 

Prince Oysterdate 

Submariner “Snowflake” 

wrist watch. Circa 1978. 
Stainless steel case with 
calibrated bezel. Reference 
94110, serial 897266. 
Signed automatic movement 
with quick date set. Blue 
dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an 
unsigned dark grey nylon 
‘NATO’ style strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 
40mm.  £2,800-3,600

418  

TUDOR - a lady’s Princess Oysterdate 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel 
case with yellow metal fluted bezel. 
Reference 7607/3, serial 828090. 
Signed automatic movement with 
quick date set. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to a signed bi-metal 
Oyster bracelet with stainless steel 
Oysterclasp. 22mm.  £300-500

417  

TUDOR - a gentleman’s Prince 
Oysterdate wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case. Reference 799__0, serial 631__6. 
Signed automatic movement. Grey dial 
with baton hour markers, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned black 
leather strap with stainless steel pin 
buckle. 34mm.  £440-640

416  
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ZENITH - a gentleman’s 

Elite wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case with exhibition 
case back. Reference 
03/16, numbered 1125691. 
Signed automatic 
calibre 691 with quick 
date set. Silvered dial 
with alternating Arabic 
numeral and arrowhead 
hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to nine, moon 
phase aperture to six, 
date aperture between 
one and two. Fitted to a 
signed black alligator strap 
with stainless steel double 
folding clasp. 40mm.  
£1,600-2,200

427   

ZENITH - a 

gentleman’s 

Chronomaster XXT El 

Primero Grande Date 

chronograph wrist 

watch. Stainless steel 
case with exhibition 
case back. Numbered 
03 1260 4010. Signed 
automatic calibre 
4010. Silvered dial with 
Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to 
three and nine, split 
date aperture to six. 
Fitted to a signed 
black alligator strap 
with stainless steel 
double folding clasp. 
45mm.  £2,000-3,000

426   

ZENITH - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 
Gold plated case with stainless steel 
case back. Reference 31-5-73, serial 
858 D 109. Signed manual wind 
calibre 2562C. Champagne dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture 
to six. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 33mm.  £100-150

425  

ZENITH - a lady’s bracelet watch. 18ct 
yellow gold case, import hallmarked 
London 1973. Numbered 600610350. 
Signed manual wind movement. 
Champagne dial with baton hour 
markers. Fitted to an integral 18ct 
yellow gold bracelet with folding clasp. 
20mm. 33gms.  £400-600

424  

ZENITH - a gentleman’s Port Royal 
bracelet watch. Gold plated case with 
stainless steel case back. Numbered 
59.0150.626. Signed quartz calibre 
62.6 with quick date set. White dial 
with baton hour markers, Roman 
numeral six, nine and twelve, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to a signed 
bi-colour bracelet with clasp. 
32mm.  £80-120

423  

ZENITH - a gentleman’s Elite bracelet 

watch. Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back. Reference 90/02 
0040 680. Signed automatic calibre 
680 with quick date set. Blue dial with 
chevron hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to nine, date aperture 
to three. Fitted to an unsigned 
stainless steel bracelet with double 
folding clasp. 36mm. Box and papers.  
£700-900

422    
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LEMANIA - a 

gentleman’s 

British Naval issue 

chronograph wrist 

watch. Stainless 
steel case, engraved 
with broad arrow. 
Numbered 0552/920-
3305 35150. Signed 
manual wind 
movement. Black 
dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder 
dials to three and nine. 
Fitted to an unsigned 
black leather strap 
with stainless steel 
pin buckle. 38mm.  
£800-1,200

433  

ETERNA - a 

gentleman’s Israeli 

military issue Eterna-

Matic Kontiki Super 

bracelet watch. 

Stainless steel case 
with calibrated bezel, 
stamped with IDF 
mark. Reference 1000 
8943, serial 1377463 
6331018 41. Signed 
automatic movement 
with quick date set. 
Black dial with baton 
hour markers, date 
aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed 
stainless steel bracelet 
with folding clasp. 
41mm.  £1,000-1,500

432  

A ring watch by Latry & Chaudoir. 
Gilt case. Unsigned key wind 
movement. White enamel dial with 
Arabic numeral hour markers. 20mm. 
18gms.  £900-1,200

431  

A Twenty Dollar coin watch by Sanz. 

Outer case made from a twenty dollar 
coin dated 1899. Inner yellow metal 
case, stamped 18k with poincon. 
Manual wind movement signed Eska 
Watch Co. Silvered dial with baton 
hour markers, Arabic numeral twelve. 
34mm. 32gms.  £1,000-1,500

430  

JAMES SCHULZ - a money clip 
watch. Yellow metal money clip 
form case, stamped 14K. Numbered 
455334. Signed manual wind 
movement. Silvered dial with gilt hour 
markers, Arabic numeral twelve and 
six. 51mm. 20gms. Please see the 

condition report for details of third 

party intervention.  £300-500

429  

ZENITH - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Numbered 
8497259. Signed manual wind calibre 
106. Silvered dial with dot hour 
markers, quarterly Arabic numerals, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to an unsigned black leather strap 
with stainless steel pin buckle. 34mm.  
£160-220

428  Novelty Watches

Military Wrist Watches
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268
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ROAMER - a gentleman’s Rhodesian 
military issue Anfibio wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Numbered 
RA2325. Unsigned manual wind 
movement. Black dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers. Fitted to 
an unsigned tan leather strap with 
stainless steel deployant clasp. 35mm.  
£80-120

440  

PULSAR - a gentleman’s British 
military issue wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case, stamped with broad 
arrow. Numbered 6645-99, 6052627, 
P13203/02. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. Black 
dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
date aperture to three. Fitted to an 
unsigned green nylon ‘NATO’ style 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
36mm.  £70-100

439  

PULSAR - a gentleman’s British 
military issue chronograph wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case, stamped with 
broad arrow. Numbered 6645-99. 
6052627, 00003/04. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. Black 
dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to six, nine 
and twelve, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned green and black 
nylon ‘NATO’ style strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 39mm.  £80-120

438  

PULSAR - a gentleman’s British 
military issue chronograph wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case, stamped with 
broad arrow. Numbered 6645-99 
9584756. Unsigned quartz movement 
with quick date set. Black dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to six, nine 
and twelve, date aperture to three. 
Fitted to an unsigned grey nylon 
‘NATO’ style strap with stainless steel 
pin buckle. 39mm.  £80-120

437  

MOERIS - a gentleman’s British 
military issue wrist watch. Nickel 
plated case with stainless steel case 
back, stamped with broad arrow. 
Numbered ATP P3524, serial 2722027. 
Signed manual wind movement. 
Silvered dial with Arabic numerals hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial to 
six. Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with signed stainless steel pin 
buckle. 33mm.  £80-120

436  

MARATHON - a 
gentleman’s United States 
military issue Navigator 
wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference DLA400-
90-C-5144, serial 6645-01-
150-8115 211. Unsigned 
quartz movement. Black 
dial with Arabic numeral 
hour markers. Fitted to 
an unsigned black nylon 
‘NATO’ style strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 
39mm.  £80-120

435  

MARATHON - a gentleman’s United 
States military issue Tsar wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Reference 6645-20-001-9382, 
serial 54-28526-01E GS-02F-S0025. 
Unsigned quartz movement. Black 
dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
date aperture between four and five. 
Fitted to an unsigned black rubber 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
39mm.  £80-120

434  
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BELGRAVIA WATCH CO. - a limited 
edition gentleman’s Power Tempo 
chronograph wrist watch. Number 
187 of 500. Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back. Reference 3455, 
serial B201285. Signed manual wind 
movement. Silvered dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to three and nine, power 
reserve indicator to six. Fitted to an 
unsigned black leather strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 43mm. Box 
and papers.  £150-200

447    

BELGRAVIA WATCH CO. - a limited 
edition gentleman’s Power Tempo 
chronograph wrist watch. Number 
269 of 500. Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back. Reference 3455, 
serial B201367. Signed manual wind 
movement. Orange dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to three and nine, power 
reserve indicator to six. Fitted to an 
unsigned brown leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 43mm. Box and 
papers.  £180-260

446    

BELGRAVIA WATCH CO. - a limited 
edition gentleman’s Power Tempo 
chronograph wrist watch. Number 
401 of 500. Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back. Reference 3455, 
serial B201499. Signed manual wind 
movement. Light champagne dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three and 
nine, power reserve indicator to six. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
43mm. Box and papers.  £180-260

445    

BASKANIA - a gentleman’s bracelet 

watch. Factory diamond set yellow 
metal case, stamped 0,750. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date 
set. Champagne dial with dot hour 
markers, quarterly baton markers, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to an integral 
yellow metal bracelet with factory 
diamond set yellow metal folding 
clasp. 32mm. 74gms.  £1,000-1,500

444  

A pocket watch converted to a 
wrist watch. 9ct yellow gold case, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1936. 
Numbered 4587. Unsigned manual 
wind movement. White enamel dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. Fitted 
to an unsigned brown leather strap 
with stainless steel pin buckle. 34mm.  
£150-200

443  

A gentleman’s wrist watch. Silver 
case, import hallmarked London 1913. 
Numbered 715303. Unsigned manual 
wind movement. White enamel dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
26mm. Together with a 9ct yellow gold 
wrist watch.  £100-150

442  

ROAMER - a gentleman’s Rhodesian 
military issue Anfibio wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Numbered Z3363. 
Unsigned manual wind movement. 
Black dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned 
grey nylon ‘NATO’ style strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 35mm.  
£80-120  £80-120

441  Miscellaneous Wrist Watches

BELGRAVIA WATCH CO. - a limited 
edition gentleman’s Power Tempo 
chronograph wrist watch. Number 
437 of 500. Stainless steel case with 
exhibition case back. Reference 3455, 
serial B201535. Signed manual wind 
movement. Light blue dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to three and nine, 
power reserve indicator to six. Fitted 
to an unsigned brown leather strap 
with signed stainless steel pin buckle. 
43mm. Box and papers.  £180-260

448    
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EDOX - a gentleman’s World Rally 
wrist watch. PVD-treated stainless 
steel case with ceramic bezel. 
Reference 64008, serial 479211. 
Unsigned quartz movement with quick 
date set. Black carbon-fibre effect dial 
with baton and Arabic numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial to 
six, split date aperture to twelve. Fitted 
to a signed black rubber strap with 
PVD-treated stainless steel pin buckle. 
42mm. Box and papers.  £120-180

453    

DUBEY & SCHALDENBRAND - a 
lady’s Lady Dia wrist watch. Factory 
diamond set stainless steel case. 
Numbered 28. Signed automatic 
calibre 2671. Black dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers. Fitted to a 
signed black alligator strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 27mm. 
Box.  £300-500

452    

CITIZEN - a gentleman’s Eco-Drive 
Minute Repeater bracelet watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
G900-T009379, serial 6N1037. 
Signed quartz calibre 9000. White dial 
with alternating Arabic numeral and 
arrowhead hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to three, AM/PM indicator 
between four and five, perpetual 
calendar dial to seven, retrograde date 
track running clockwise from five to 
one. Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
43mm. Box.  £70-100

451   

CERTINA - a lady’s bracelet 

watch. 18ct yellow gold case, 
import hallmarked London 1961. 
Numbered 268363. Signed manual 
wind calibre 13-20. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers. Fitted to 
an integral 18ct yellow gold bracelet 
with signed folding clasp. 17mm. 
22gms.  £500-700

450  

BOVET - a gentleman’s Mono-Rattrapante chronograph wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case. Numbered 5347. Unsigned manual wind Valjoux calibre 84. Grey dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers, subsidiary black recorder dials to three and nine. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 37mm. 

The Rattrapante or split-seconds chronograph allows the user to measure two 
separate events. The complication in its most recognisable form has two centre 
seconds hands to perform this function and is an intricate feat of engineering 
reserved for premium watches. There were attempts to create simplified versions 
and this is lot represents one alternative. Bovet’s Mono-Rattrapante achieved 
simultaneous event timing with only one centre seconds hand, this was done by 
utilising an eccentric spring on the chronograph driving wheel; by depressing the 
bottom pusher while the chronograph was running, the centre seconds would stop. 
On releasing the pusher, the spring would propel the seconds hand to the actual 
elapsed time.  £600-800

449  
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GLYCINE - a gentleman’s Incursore 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 3762. Signed manual 
wind movement. Black dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, factory 
diamond set two, four, eight and 
ten. Fitted to a signed black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
44mm.  £200-300

460  

CURRENT MODEL: GLYCINE - a 
gentleman’s Classic wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case with exhibition 
case back. Reference 3910.5, serial 
825107. Signed automatic movement 
with quick date set. Silvered dial with 
baton hour markers, date aperture to 
three. Fitted to a signed black leather 
strap with stainless steel pin buckle. 
40mm. Box and papers.  £150-200

459    

GEORG JENSEN - a gentleman’s 
Koppel chronograph wrist watch. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
317, serial 004564. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. Black 
dial with dot hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to two, six and ten, 
date aperture to six. Fitted to a signed 
black leather strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 38mm. Box and 
papers.  £250-350

458    

EDOX - a limited edition gentleman’s 
X-Treme Pilot III chronograph wrist 
watch. Number 0110 of 1000. 
Stainless steel case. Reference 
10303, serial 532956. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. Black 
carbon-fibre effect dial with baton 
hour markers between three and nine, 
subsidiary recorder dials to three 
and nine, date aperture to six. Fitted 
to a signed black rubber strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 46mm. Box 
and papers.  £250-350

457    

EDOX - a limited edition gentleman’s 
Iceman I wrist watch. Number 193 
of 600. PVD-treated stainless steel 
case with ceramic calibrated bezel. 
Reference 96001, serial 510140. 
Signed automatic movement with 
quick date set. Carbon fibre dial with 
alternating Arabic numeral and baton 
hour markers, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six, date aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed black rubber strap with PVD-
treated stainless steel double folding 
clasp. 43mm. Box.  £250-350

456   

EDOX - a gentleman’s Les 
Vauberts Open Heart wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference 85006, serial 
498869. Signed automatic 
movement. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, cut 
out between eleven and 
three to reveal balance 
wheel. Fitted to a signed 
black leather strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 
43mm. Box.  £150-200

455   

EDOX - a gentleman’s Les Vauberts 
Big Date GMT wrist watch. PVD-
treated stainless steel case with 
untreated case back. Reference 
62003, serial 405053. Unsigned quartz 
movement with quick date set. Black 
dial with baton hour markers, date 
aperture to twelve, secondary time 
zone dial to six. Fitted to a signed 
black leather strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 41mm. Box and 
papers.  £120-180

454    
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TAVANNES - a lady’s wrist watch. 
Yellow metal case, stamped 18K 
with poincon. Numbered 42 678415. 
Signed manual wind movement. 
Silvered dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 17mm.  £80-120

467  

STEINHART - a 
gentleman’s Ocean GMT 
bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case with calibrated 
bezel. Unsigned automatic 
movement with quick 
date set. Black dial with 
luminous hour markers, 
date aperture to three. 
Fitted to a signed stainless 
steel bracelet with folding 
clasp. 43mm.  £180-260

466  

MULCO - a gentleman’s wrist watch. 
Yellow metal case, stamped 18k with 
poincon. Numbered 39500. Unsigned 
manual wind movement. Copper 
tone dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six. Fitted to an unsigned brown 
leather strap with gold plated pin 
buckle. 35mm.  £180-260

465  

MONTRE ROYALE - a gentleman’s 
wrist watch. Yellow metal case, 
stamped 18k 0.750. Reference 
3263, serial 56805. Signed manual 
wind calibre 21160. Tiger eye dial. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather 
strap with yellow metal pin buckle. 
35mm.  £360-460

464  

LANCO - a gentleman’s chronograph 

wrist watch. Yellow metal case, 
stamped 18K, 0.750. Numbered 300 6. 
Signed manual wind Lemania calibre 
1275. Silvered dial with alternating 
Arabic numeral and arrowhead hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials to 
three and nine. Tachymeter rehaut. 
Fitted to an unsigned brown leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
37mm.  £500-700

463  

LAMPOS - a gentleman’s chronograph 
wrist watch. Stainless steel case. 
Numbered 14003. Unsigned manual 
wind movement. Blue dial with baton 
hour markers, subsidiary recorder 
dials to three and nine, date aperture 
to six. Tachymeter rehaut. Fitted 
to an unsigned brown leather strap 
with stainless steel pin buckle. 
40mm.  £90-140

462  

CURRENT MODEL: JUNGHANS - a 
gentleman’s Max Bill Chronoscope 
chronograph wrist watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 27.4601, serial 
612. Unsigned automatic movement 
with quick date set. Black dial with 
baton hour markers, subsidiary 
recorder dials to twelve and six, date 
aperture to three. Fitted to an unsigned 
tan leather strap with stainless steel 
pin buckle. 40mm.  £300-500

461  
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YVES BETERLIN - a lady’s wrist 
watch. Stainless steel case with 
factory white stone set bezel. 
Unsigned quartz movement. Silvered 
dial with alternating baton and Arabic 
numeral hour markers, three white 
stone set hearts to the centre, seven 
free-play white stones. Fitted to an 
unsigned white leather strap with 
stainless steel pin buckle. 42mm.  
£100-150

474  

WITTNAUER - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. Gold plated case. Reference 
1077, serial 110552. Signed manual 
wind calibre 76/3G. Silvered dial 
with baton hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to six. Fitted to an 
unsigned brown leather strap with gold 
plated pin buckle. 33mm.  £70-100

473  

WITTNAUER - a gentleman’s wrist 
watch. Gold plated case with stainless 
steel case back. Numbered 989469. 
Signed automatic movement. Silvered 
dial with arrowhead hour markers. 
Fitted to an unsigned black leather 
strap with gold plated pin buckle. 
34mm.  £70-100

472  

WITTINAUER - a gentleman’s 2000 
Calendar bracelet watch. Stainless 
steel case. Reference 2000-1. Signed 
automatic calibre W102. Blue dial with 
dot hour markers, calendar display 
to twelve, month display to six, day 
and date aperture to three. Fitted to 
a signed stainless steel bracelet with 
folding clasp. 42mm.  £300-400

471  

VERSACE - a lady’s Landmark 
bracelet watch. Stainless steel case. 
Reference ISQ99, serial R3D3136. 
Unsigned quartz movement. White 
dial with baton hour markers, 
Roman numeral three, six and nine. 
Fitted to a signed stainless steel 
bracelet with double folding clasp. 
22mm.  £100-150

470  

U-BOAT - a 

gentleman’s 

Thousands Of 

Feet wrist watch. 

Stainless steel case 
with exhibition case 
back. Numbered 
00443742-001 1538. 
Signed manual wind 
movement. Black 
dial with Arabic 
numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds 
dial to three. Fitted 
to a signed black 
leather strap with 
stainless steel pin 
buckle. 50mm. Box and 
papers.  £600-800

469    

TECHNOMARINE - a gentleman’s 
Reef wrist watch. Stainless steel 
case with calibrated bezel. Reference 
512001S, serial 12053528. Unsigned 
quartz movement with quick date 
set. Black dial with luminous hour 
markers, date aperture to six. Fitted 
to a signed rubber strap with stainless 
steel pin buckle. 47mm. Box and 
papers.  £80-120

468    
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FRANCK MULLER - a complete 
Havana watch box.  £60-90

481

BREITLING - a small group of three 
complete watch boxes.  £60-90

480

BREITLING - a pair of complete watch 
boxes.  £40-60

479

BREITLING - a pair of complete watch 
boxes.  £40-60

478

BREITLING - a complete watch 
box.  £60-90

477

BLANCPAIN - an 
incomplete watch 
box.  £60-90

476

BELL & ROSS - an incomplete watch 
box.  £50-80

475
Watch Boxes
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OMEGA - a complete watch box.  £40-60

487

JAEGER-LECOUTRE - a complete 
Limited Series U.S. Navy Seals watch 
box.  £70-100

486

JAEGER-LECOULTRE - a complete 
watch box.  £70-100

485

FRANCK MULLER - a complete watch 
box.  £60-90

484

FRANCK MULLER - a complete watch 
box.  £60-90

483

FRANCK MULLER - a complete King Conquistador Cortez watch box.  £70-100

482
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ROLEX - an incomplete watch box.  £50-80

494

ROLEX - a complete watch box.  
£60-90

493

ROLEX - a complete watch box.  
£80-120

492

ROLEX - a complete watch box.  
£100-150

491

ROLEX - a watch box.  £70-100

490

ROLEX - a complete watch 
box.  £80-120

489

PIAGET - an incomplete watch 
box.  £30-50

488
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A full hunter minute repeater pocket watch. Yellow metal case, stamped K18 
with exhibition movement cover, stamped with chevron poincon. Unsigned 
keyless wind Swiss bar movement with wolf’s tooth form winding wheels, club 
tooth lever escapement, split bi-metal compensation balance, blued overcoil 
hairspring and jewelled minute repeating complication. White enamel dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, sunken subsidiary seconds dial to six. 54mm. 
155gms.  £1,000-1,500

500

An open face chronograph pocket 
watch. Base metal case. Numbered 
322137. Unsigned keyless wind three 
quarter plate movement with club 
tooth lever escapement. White enamel 
dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to twelve and 
six. 51mm. Together with a silver open 
face pocket watch.  £100-150

499

An open face repeater pocket 

watch by Le Roy et Fils. Yellow 
metal case stamped with poincon. 
Numbered 19052. Unsigned key wind 
movement with cylinder escapement, 
parachute shock setting and repeating 
complication. White enamel dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to three. 
48mm. 67gms.  £600-800

498

An open face chronograph pocket 
watch by J. W. Benson. Continental 
white metal case. Numbered 170318. 
Signed keyless wind three quarter 
plate movement with ratchet tooth 
lever escapement. White enamel dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary recorder dials to twelve 
and six. 53mm. Together with another 
open face chronograph pocket watch.  
£80-120

497

An open face chronograph pocket 
watch by Meylan. Base metal case. 
Numbered 124972. Signed keyless 
wind seventeen jewel movement with 
club tooth lever escapement. White 
enamel dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary recorder dials to 
six and twelve. 50mm.  £80-120

496

An open face eight day pocket watch by LeCoultre. Stainless steel case. Numbered 
4160. Signed keyless wind three quarter plate movement with club tooth lever 
escapement, numbered 20524. Silvered dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
power reserve aperture to six, subsidiary seconds dial to nine. 47mm. Together 
with a base metal Heuer stopwatch. 50mm.  £400-600

495
Complicated Pocket Watches
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An open face pocket watch by Robert Roskell. Yellow metal spring hinged 
consular case with heavily rubbed markings. Signed key wind full plate fusee & 
chain movement with rack tooth lever escapement, oversized thirty tooth escape 
wheel, adjustable slide lever and garnet end stone. White enamel dial with Roman 
numeral hour markers. 52mm. 144gms.  £1,000-1,500

506  

A pair case pocket watch by John 
and Matthew Murch of Honiton. Silver 
case, hallmarked London 1830. Signed 
key wind full plate fusee and chain 
movement with verge escapement. 
White enamel dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, painted decoration with 
Masonic symbols to the centre. Outer 
case 58mm. Together with a key and 
white metal chain.  £300-500

505

A pair case pocket watch by G.Wilson. 
Silver cases, inner case hallmarked 
London 1835, outer case hallmarked 
Birmingham 1830. Signed key wind 
full plate fusee and chain movement 
with verge escapement and pierced 
balance cock. Cream enamel dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers. Outer 
case 56mm.  £90-140

504

An open face chronograph pocket 
watch by Agassiz. Gold plated case. 
Numbered 6282198. Signed keyless 
wind movement with club tooth 
lever escapement. White enamel dial 
with Roman numeral hour marker, 
subsidiary sunken seconds dial to six. 
54mm.  £180-260

503

A full hunter karrusel pocket watch. 18ct gold case, hallmarked Chester 1935 with 
maker’s mark F.T. Numbered 22170. Unsigned keyless wind half plate movement 
with 52 1/2 minute karrusel, ratchet tooth lever escapement, split bi-metal 
compensation balance and blued overcoil hairspring, numbered 22170. White 
enamel dial with Roman numeral hour markers, sunken subsidiary seconds dial to 
six. 52mm. 123gms.  £1,800-2,600

502

An open face quarter repeater pocket 

watch by Dent. Gold plated case. 
Signed keyless wind three quarter 
plate movement with ratchet tooth 
lever escapement and repeating 
complication. Black dial with letter 
hour markers. 56mm. Please see the 

condition report for details of third 

party intervention.  £900-1,200

501

Georgian Pocket Watches
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A half hunter pocket watch. White 
metal case with blue chapter ring to 
front. Numbered 40153. Unsigned key 
wind three quarter plate movement 
with cylinder escapement. White 
enamel dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary sunken seconds 
dial to six. 48mm. Together with a 
9ct yellow gold open face fob watch. 
30mm. 23gms.  £100-150

513

A full hunter pocket watch by 

Waltham. 18ct yellow gold case with a 
vacant cartouche to front, hallmarked 
London 1880. Numbered 940. Signed 
keyless wind fifteen jewel movement 
with club tooth lever escapement. 
Gilt dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. 47mm. 91gms.  £900-1,200

512

An open face pocket watch. 18ct 
yellow gold case, hallmarked London 
1850. Numbered 16283. Unsigned 
three quarter plate movement with 
ratchet tooth lever escapement. 
Silvered dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial to 
six. 51mm. 107gms.  £800-1,200

511

An open face pocket watch by 
Thomas Welter. Gilt metal case. 
Numbered 5941. Signed key wind full 
plate fusee and chain movement with 
verge escapement. White enamel dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers. 
50mm.  £140-200

510

A full hunter pocket watch by 

Crosihraile, Dublin. Yellow metal case 
with initials engraved to case back and 
inside front cover. Signed key wind 
fusee and chain movement with verge 
escapement, square baluster pillars, 
pierced balance cock and diamond 
end stone. White enamel dial with 
Arabic numeral hour markers. 47mm. 
107gms.  £800-1,200

509

An open face pocket watch by Antoine Moilliet & Cie. Seed pearl set rose metal 
consular case with enamel rural scene of a couple with sheep and rabbits to case 
back. Signed key wind full plate fusee and chain movement with verge escapement 
and pierced balance bridge. White enamel dial with Arabic numeral hour markers. 
47mm. 72gms.  £1,800-2,600

508

A pair case pocket watch by Josh 
Johnson. Silver cases, hallmarked 
London 1786. Signed full plate fusee 
and chain movement with verge 
escapement. White enamel dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers. Outer 
case 51mm. Together with a watch 
key and base metal chain.  £80-120

507

Victorian Pocket Watches
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A half hunter pocket watch. Gold 
plated case with monogram to the 
back and personal inscription to the 
cuvette. Numbered 1009038. Unsigned 
keyless wind seven jewel movement 
with ratchet tooth lever escapement. 
White enamel dial with Roman numeral 
hour markers, subsidiary seconds dial 
to six. 51mm. Together with a yellow 
metal chain, stamped 9ct. 34cm.  
£120-180

520

An open faced pocket watch by E. Gubelin. White metal case set with diamonds, 
stamped with the Swiss hallmark for Platinum. Numbered 43113. Signed keyless 
wind nineteen jewel movement with club tooth lever escapement. Silvered dial with 
Arabic numeral hour markers. 43mm. 46gms.  £2,000-2,500

519

An open face pocket watch. Yellow 
metal case with engraved cuvette, 
stamped 18K. Unsigned keyless wind 
three quarter plate movement with 
ratchet tooth lever escapement. White 
enamel dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers. 37mm. 41gms.  £240-340

518

An open face eight day pocket watch 
by Perry Edwards & Co. Base metal 
case, inner case with image of young 
girl wearing a watch around her neck. 
Eight day Jacot & Bovy patented 
movement with signed folding winding 
key. White enamel dial with oversize 
Roman numeral hour markers. 55mm. 
Together with a travel case.  £260-360

517

A full hunter pocket watch by Levico & 
Co Constantinople. Continental white 
metal case, spuriously hallmarked. 
Numbered 1008589. Unsigned key 
wind movement with club tooth lever 
escapement. White enamel dial with 
Eastern Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. 
49mm.  £70-100

516

An open face pocket watch. Yellow 
metal case, stamped 9k. Numbered 
408389. Unsigned key wind three 
quarter plate movement with club 
tooth lever escapement. White 
enamel dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary sunken seconds 
dial to six. 50mm. 98gms.  £240-340

515

An open face pocket watch. Silver 
case, hallmarked Birmingham 1898. 
Unsigned key wind full plate going 
barrel movement with ratchet tooth 
lever escapement. White dial with 
Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. 55mm. 
Together with a silver chain, silver fob 
and a watch key.  £60-90

514

20th Century Pocket Watches
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An open face pocket watch by Rolex. 
Gold plated Dennison case. Numbered 
906542. Signed keyless wind three 
quarter plate movement with club 
tooth lever escapement. White 
enamel dial with Roman numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial to 
six. 51mm.  £80-120

526  

An open face pocket watch by Bulova. 
Gold filled case. Numbered 4891269. 
Signed keyless wind seventeen jewel 
movement with club tooth lever 
escapement. Mother-of-pearl dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. 43mm. 
Together with two further open face 
pocket watches.  £100-150

525

An open face pocket watch by 
Waltham. Gold plated case. Numbered 
2005961. Signed keyless wind twenty-
one jewel movement with club tooth 
lever escapement. White enamel dial 
with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary sunken seconds dial to six. 
53mm. Together with a base metal 
open face eight day pocket watch by 
Hebdomas. 50mm.  £70-100

524

A half hunter pocket watch. Rose 
metal case with chapter ring to front 
and monogram engraved to rear, 
stamped K18. Numbered 33504. 
Unsigned keyless wind Swiss bar 
movement with club tooth lever 
escapement. White enamel dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary sunken seconds dial to six. 
50mm. 88gms.  £900-1,200

523

An open face pocket watch by Waltham. Rolled gold case. Numbered 8418474. 
Signed keyless wind twenty-three jewel movement with club tooth lever 
escapement. White enamel dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to six. 53mm. Together with a base metal full hunter pocket watch. 
50mm.  £70-100

522

An open face pocket watch by International Watch Co. Yellow metal case, stamped 
14K, 0.585. Number 801450. Signed keyless wind Swiss bar movement with 
club tooth lever escapement. Champagne dial with Arabic numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. 51mm. 67gms.  £300-500

521
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A yellow metal watch key with floral 
decoration. 8gms.  £40-60

531

A 9ct yellow gold Albert chain. With 
9ct lobster clasp termination, links 
stamped .375. 40cm. Together with 
another yellow metal Albert chain. 
54gms.  £400-600

530

An open face military issue pocket 
watch by Omega. Base metal case, 
stamped with British broad arrow and 
G.S.T.P, numbered F027729. Signed 
keyless wind calibre 38.5L.T1. White 
enamel dial with Arabic numeral hour 
markers, subsidiary seconds dial to 
six. 51mm.  £100-150

529

A half hunter pocket watch by 
S.D. Neill. Enamelled silver case, 
import hallmarked London 1912. 
Numbered 255023. Unsigned keyless 
wind movement with club tooth 
lever escapement. White enamel dial 
with Roman numeral hour markers, 
subsidiary seconds dial to six. 47mm.  
£40-60

528

A half hunter pocket watch. 9ct yellow gold case, hallmarked London 1920. 
Unsigned keyless wind seventeen jewel movement with club tooth lever 
escapement. White enamel dial with Roman numeral hour markers, subsidiary 
seconds dial to six. 50mm. 99gms.  £300-400

527

Notes

Military Pocket Watches

Fobs & Albert Chains Watch Keys
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IMPORTANT NOTICES FOR PURCHASERS
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE BUYERS OF 

GEMSTONES/JEWELS

Purchasers are advised that whilst great care has been 

taken in the examination of gemstones, it is not possible to 

test every gemstone in multi-gemstone lots. 

Notes 1 – Coloured Gemstones

Historically, many coloured gemstones have been subjected 

to a variety of treatments designed to enhance their 

appearance. Certain enhancement methods, such as 

heating, are routinely used to improve colour or transparency 

in rubies and sapphires. Other methods, such as oiling, 

enhance the clarity of emeralds. The international jewellery 

trade has generally accepted these methods. Other coloured 

gemstones may have undergone other permanent or semi-

permanent treatments, such as dyeing, irradiation, coating 

and impregnation, possibly requiring further re-treatment in 

order to retain their appearance.

Prospective purchasers should assume that all gemstones 

will have been treated unless statements are made to 

the contrary. Gemmological reports from internationally 

recognised Gemmological Laboratories will be noted in the 

item description where available.

Note 2 – Diamonds

Recent advancements in technology have led to some 

diamonds being treated in a number of ways, all designed to 

improve their appearance or alter colour. These processes 

include fracture fi lling, laser drilling, a combination of drilling 

and fi lling, HPHT, irradiation and various coatings. Buyers 

are also alerted to the fact that synthetic (laboratory created) 

diamonds, notably in small (melee) sizes are now produced 

in large quantities. Whilst every effort is made to identify or 

disclose treated and synthetic goods, it is not possible for 

Fellows to guarantee that all diamond set lots do not contain 

such material.

Fellows do not knowingly offer treated diamonds for 

sale, unless a gemmological report disclosing the type 

of treatment has been obtained from an internationally 

recognised Gemmological Laboratory, and stated within the 

item description. Diamond grades for colour and clarity (see 

separate Notes on Diamond Grading terms) where printed 

in the catalogues are intended as guides for prospective 

purchasers, with the given limitations of mounts and 

settings, and are not guaranteed by Fellows.

Statements in the catalogue regarding the condition of 

lots in this sale may appear in the description, however, 

the absence of such a reference does not imply that a lot 

is in a perfect or near perfect condition, or completely free 

from wear or imperfections. Fellows will be pleased to 

offer Condition Reports to interested clients for lots with 

estimates of £100 or more.

Diamond Grading Terms
DIAMOND COLOUR

DIAMOND CLARITY

GIA OLD WORLD 

TERMS

EXPLANATION

D Finest White

(Jager)

Colourless

E Finest White

(River)

Colourless

F Fine White

(River)

Colourless

G Fine White 

(Top Wesselton)

Near Colourless: 

diamonds ‘face up’ 

colourless. Slight traces 

of colour will not be 

apparent in the mounted 

stones to other than the 

trained eye.

H White 

(Top Wesselton)

Near Colourless: 

diamonds ‘face up’ 

colourless. Slight traces 

of colour will not be 

apparent in the mounted 

stones to other than the 

trained eye.

I White 

(Top Wesselton)

Near Colourless: 

diamonds ‘face up’ 

colourless. Slight traces 

of colour will not be 

apparent in the mounted 

stones to other than the 

trained eye.

J Top Silver 

(Top Wesselton)

Near Colourless: 

diamonds ‘face up’ 

colourless. Slight traces 

of colour will not be 

apparent in the mounted 

stones to other than the 

trained eye.

GIA OLD WORLD 

TERMS

EXPLANATION

K Silver Cape

(Top Cape)

Traces of colour. Small 

stones in this range will 

‘face up’ colourless when 

mounted but larger stones 

will be tinted.

L Silver Cape 

(Top Cape)

Traces of colour. Small 

stones in this range will 

‘face up’ colourless when 

mounted but largers 

stones will be tinted.

M Light Cape 

(Cape)

Traces of colour. Small 

stones in this range will 

‘face up’ colourless when 

mounted but largers 

stones will be tinted.

N Light Cape 

(Low Cape)

Diamonds graded N 

through Z+ display a 

yellowish tint even to the 

untrained eye.

P Cape O – R 

(Very Light 

Yellow)

Diamonds graded N 

through Z+ display a 

yellowish tint even to the 

untrained eye.

Z Cape R – Z 

(Vey Light 

Yellow)

Diamonds graded N 

through Z+ display a 

yellowish tint even to the 

untrained eye.

Z+ Fancy Yellow Diamonds graded N 

through Z+ display a 

yellowish tint even to the 

untrained eye.

GIA OLD WORLD 

TERMS

EXPLANATION

IF Internally Flawless No inclusions visible 

with a 10x lens even 

to an experienced 

grader.

VVS1 & 

VVS2

Very Very Slightly 

Included

Minute inclusions, 

which are difficult, 

even for experienced 

graders, to see with a 

10x lens.

VS1 & 

VS2

Very Slighly 

Included

Minor inclusions, 

observable with effort 

with a 10x lens.

GIA OLD WORLD 

TERMS

EXPLANATION

SI1 & 

SI2

Slightly Included Noticeable inclusions 

visible with a 10x 

lens.

I1, I2 

& I3

Pique 1, 2 & 3 Obvious inclusions, 

may be visible to the 

unaided eye, face up. 

In I3 they may affect 

the stone’s durability.
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PRICES REALISED
The Watch Sale – Wednesday 30th March 2016

1 £5,000
3 £3,100
4 £220
5 £680
6 £620
8 £360
9 £460
10 £4,300
12 £800
13 £2,100
15 £560
16 £620
17 £940
18 £1,000
19 £760
21 £2,100
22 £680
23 £1,200
24 £1,300
25 £680
26 £720
28 £560
29 £320
30 £280
31 £300
33 £500
34 £800
35 £680
36 £170
37 £840
38 £200
42 £360
43 £110
44 £110
45 £400
46 £660
47 £170
48 £2,600
50 £3,500

52 £100
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Fellows & Sons Ltd

Terms and Conditions

Fellows & Sons Ltd carries on business, including the conduct of Auctions, on the 
following general conditions.  This includes business with Bidders, Buyers, Vendors, 
consignors, users of this website, and with all those present on the Premises prior to or 
in connection with an Auction (all as hereinafter defined). 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The following defined terms are used in these Conditions :

“Auction” means any Auction conducted by Fellows, either at their premises or 
elsewhere (including any internet-based auctions);

“Auctioneer” means Fellows or its authorised Auctioneer, as appropriate; 

“Bidder” means a bidder at an Auction, including bidders personally present at the venue 
and those bidding by telephone or over the internet or otherwise;

“Buyer” means the bidder whose bid was the last bid when the Auctioneer brings down 
the hammer; 

“Conditions” means these terms and conditions;

“Consigned Property” means the items consigned by the Vendor to Fellows for offer at 
an Auction; 

“Deliberate Forgery” means an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to 
authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source but which is unequivocally 
described by Fellows in the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator and which 
at the date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been in 
accordance with the description;

“Fellows” means Fellows & Sons Ltd;

“Hammer Price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the 
Auctioneer brings down the hammer;

“Includes” means “includes but not limited to”, and “including” means “including but 
not limited to”

“Lot” means any Consigned Property accepted by Fellows for offer at Auction;

“Stated Rate” means Fellows’ published rates of commission for the time being and 
value added tax thereon (also available on request);

“Terms of Consignment” means any stipulated terms and rates of commission on which 
Fellows accepts instructions from Vendors [or their agents;

“Total Amount Due” means the Hammer Price in respect of the Lot sold together with 
any premium, commission, value added tax chargeable and any additional charges 
payable by a defaulting Buyer under these Conditions;

 “Vendor” means the vendor of an item (including Consigned Property) which is 
submitted to Fellows for offer for sale at an Auction;

“Website” means this website;

“You” means any user of the Website.

2. WEBSITE

2.1 You may access most areas of the Website without registering your details with us. 
Certain areas of the Website are only open to you if you register.  By accessing any 
part of the Website, you shall be deemed to have accepted these Conditions notice 
in full. If you do not accept this legal notice in full, you must leave the Website 
immediately.  

2.2 Fellows may revise these Conditions at any time by updating this posting. You 
should check the Website from time to time to review the then current legal 
notice, because it is binding on you. Certain provisions of this legal notice may be 
superseded by expressly designated legal notices or terms located on particular 
pages at the Website.  

2.3 Unless otherwise stated, the copyright and other intellectual property rights in all 
material on the Website (including without limitation photographs and graphical 
images) are owned by Fellows or its licensors. If you breach any of the terms in this 
legal notice, your permission to use the Website automatically terminates and you 
must immediately destroy any downloaded or printed extracts from the Website.  

2.4 No part of the Website may be reproduced or stored in any other website or 

included in any public or private electronic retrieval system or service without 

Fellows’ prior written permission.  

2.5 Any rights not expressly granted in these Conditions are reserved.  

3.  VISITOR MATERIAL AND CONDUCT

3.1 Other than personally identifiable information, which is covered under our Privacy 

Policy, any material you transmit or post to the Website shall be considered non-

confidential and non-proprietary. Fellows shall have no obligations with respect to 

such material. Fellows and its designees shall be free to copy, disclose, distribute, 

incorporate and otherwise use such material and all data, images, sounds, text 

and other things embodied therein for any and all commercial or non-commercial 

purposes.  

3.2  You are prohibited from posting or transmitting to or from the Website any 

material: that is threatening, defamatory, obscene, indecent, seditious, offensive, 

pornographic, abusive, liable to incite racial hatred, discriminatory, menacing, 

scandalous, inflammatory, blasphemous, in breach of confidence, in breach of 

privacy or which may cause annoyance or inconvenience; or for which you have 

not obtained all necessary licences and/or approvals; or which constitutes or 

encourages conduct that would be considered a criminal offence, give rise to 

civil liability, or otherwise be contrary to the law of or infringe the rights of any 

third party, in any country in the world; or which is technically harmful (including, 

without limitation, computer viruses, logic bombs, Trojan horses, worms, harmful 

components, corrupted data or other malicious software or harmful data). 

3.3  You may not misuse the Website (including, without limitation, by hacking).  

3.4 Each registration is for a single user only. Fellows does not permit you to share 

your user name and password with any other person nor with multiple users on a 

network.

3.5 Responsibility for the security of any passwords issued rests with you.  

4. THE VENDOR

4.1 Fellows shall act as agent of the Vendor only.  Any contract for the sale of a Lot will 

be formed between the Vendor and the Buyer.

4.2 The Vendor warrants and represents to Fellows and the Buyer that the Vendor 

is the sole and true owner of the Consigned Property or is properly authorised 

by the sole and true owner to consign it for sale and is able to transfer good 

and marketable title to the property free from any third party claims.  The Vendor 

warrants and representatives that the Vendor has revealed all pertinent information 

that the Vendor possesses about the items, including in relation to any repairs or 

alterations that may have been carried out.  The Vendor shall indemnify Fellows 

and the Buyer against any loss and expense caused by any breach of this clause 

4.2.

4.3 The Vendor shall be entitled to place prior to the Auction a reserve on any Lot, 

being the minimum Hammer Price at which Lot may be sold. Reserves must be 

reasonable and Fellows may decline to offer goods which in Fellows’ opinion would 

be subject to an unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage 

and insurance charges stipulated in the terms of consignment).  Reserves will not 

be accepted on items with a bottom estimate less than £100.  The Auctioneer 

also reserves the right not to accept items which they deem to be unsuitable for 

Auction.  Any estimate given shall be an opinion and is not an undertaking of any 

kind.

4.4 A reserve once set cannot be changed except with the written prior consent of 

Fellows.

4.5 Where a reserve has been placed only Fellows may bid on behalf of the Vendor. 

4.6 The Vendor authorises Fellows to deduct commission from any sold items at a rate 

of 15% (plus VAT) on any item with a hammer price of £3,000 (or under) or 12.5% 

(plus VAT) on items over £3,000.  Loss or liability for damage will be charged at a 

rate of 1.5% (plus VAT) calculated on the hammer price.  A Marketing fee of £10 



(plus VAT) will be charged for each Lot, if unsold we will charge a nominal handling 
fee of £5 (plus VAT).  All items below £35 are subject to a minimum fee of £5 (plus 
VAT) per Lot.

4.7 Fellows will pay the Hammer Price achieved for the Lot (less its commission and 
applicable fees in accordance with clauses 4.6, 9.2 and 9.3),to the Vendor on 
receipt of payment of the Total Amount Due in full by the Buyer.

4.8 The Vendor authorises Fellows in their discretion to negotiate a sale by private 
treaty in the case of a Lot unsold at Auction, in which case the same charges will 
be payable as if the Lot had been sold at Auction.

4.9 Fellows do not themselves undertake the collection of any items but may, as the 
Vendor’s agent, instruct a contractor on behalf of the Vendor. Fellows accepts no 
liability for the actions of such contractor who contracts with the Vendor direct.

4.10 Fellows disclaims all liability for items delivered to their saleroom without sufficient 
sale instructions, and reserves the right to make a minimum warehousing charge 
of [£1.00] per item per day. Unsold items are subject to the same charges if the 
Vendor does not remove them within a reasonable time of notification. If not 
removed within three weeks Fellows reserves the right to sell the items and defray 
charges from any net proceeds of sale or at the Vendor›s expense to consign them 
to the local authority for disposal.  Fellows disclaims any liability for default by the 
Buyer or for paying out the Vendor before receiving payment by the Buyer.

4.11 Subject to clause 4.9, Fellows holds all items on their premises and in their custody 
covered against the risks of fire, burglary and water damage on the scale of 
charges notified in the terms of consignment and payable by the Vendor up to the 
date of any sale and (in Fellows› discretion) the Buyer thereafter until collection.

4.12 The right of Fellows to bid on behalf of the Vendor is expressly reserved. The 
Vendor acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these 
Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms of Consignment as notified to 
consignors at the time of the entry of the Lot. 

4.13 The Auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of any item that in their opinion is 
unsaleable.  Items, including electrical goods and soft furnishings, which do not 
comply with current legislation will not be offered at Auction.

4.14 Any items unsold after an Auction will be reoffered in a subsequent Auction at a 
reduced reserve to be agreed within seven days.  The Auctioneer may request the 
removal of an item if a reduced price cannot be agreed; items not removed within 
14 days will be subject to a storage charge.

4.15 A charge of 10% (plus VAT) based on the middle estimate – plus any other charges 
incurred – may be levied for any Lot withdrawn by the Vendor from offer at an 
Auction.  If the item has to be returned by post (or any other method) the Vendor 
will be responsible for this charge.  These charges are to be paid before the item is 
returned.

4.16 By submitting the item to Fellows for offer at Auction, the Vendor agrees to the 
Terms of Consignment and authorises Fellows to deduct the specified charges.  

5. PUBLICITY

5.1 Any catalogue and buyer guides are provided for information only and do not 
form part of these Conditions.  The catalogue and the buyer guides may contain 
additional terms and conditions.  

5.2 Fellows reserve the right to use any photographs, background information, and 
research for publicity purposes both before and after the sale.

6. THE AUCTION

6.1 Any Auction shall be conducted at the absolute discretion of the Auctioneer.

6.2 The Auctioneer shall conduct the Auction with reasonable skill and care.  For 
example, what constitutes a bid shall be at the absolute discretion of the 
Auctioneer, acting with reasonable skill and care.

6.3 The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any bid which does not exceed the 
previous bid by at least 10% or by such greater proportion as the Auctioneer shall 
in his or her absolute discretion direct.

6.4 Where two or more bids at the same level are simultaneously received by the 
Auctioneer, the Auctioneer at his absolute discretion shall determine which bid 
to prefer.  Subject to the foregoing, where two or more bids at the same level are 
simultaneously received by the Auctioneer, any bid by a Bidder personally present 

at an Auction shall take preference over any bid submitted by telephone or over 
the internet.  Any bid made or attempted by telephone or over the internet shall be 
deemed to have been made only if received by the Auctioneer.  

6.5 Fellows shall have the right, at its absolute discretion, to refuse admission to its 
premises or attendance at (or participation in) any Auction by any person.

7. BIDDERS

7.1 Bidders may be required to register their particulars. Bidders attending in person 
may be required to satisfy Fellows’ security arrangements before entering any part 
of the premises to view or bid. 

7.2 You accept full liability for all bids submitted via your My Fellows account. 

Once a bid has been made by a Bidder on our website, the bid can be lowered 
or increased up until 9am on the day of the auction. You must sign into your My 
Fellows account to do this and you will receive an email confirmation for any 
changes made. 

Should a bid be placed in error on the website you must contact Fellows 
immediately. Failure to contact Fellows before the auction takes place will result in 
liability for the full payment of the item.  

7.3 Subject to clause 6.3, the highest Bidder at the Hammer Price shall be the Buyer.  
Any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the Auctioneer’s absolute discretion. 

7.4 Bidders are deemed to act as principals unless there is a written prior 
acknowledgement by Fellows that a Bidder is acting as an agent for a named 
principal. 

7.5 Bidders are strongly encouraged to attend the Auction in person.  Bidders shall be 
responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be deemed to have 
carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to its condition.  Neither Fellows 
nor its employees or agents shall be responsible for any neglect or default in doing 
or failing to do so.  

7.6 Bidders are given ample opportunities to view and inspect before any sale and 
prospective Buyers must satisfy themselves as to all such matters.  Neither Fellows 
or its employees or agents nor the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, express, implied or statutory are 
hereby excluded.

8. THE BUYER

8.1 Immediately a Lot is sold, the Buyer shall:

(a) give to Fellows their name and address and, if requested proof of identity, and 

(b) pay to Fellows the Total Amount Due.

8.2 [Fellows may, at its absolute discretion, agree credit terms with the Buyer before 
an Auction under which the Buyer may be entitled to take possession of Lots up 
to an agreed value in advance of payment by a stipulated future date of the Total 
Amount Due.]

8.3 Cheques shall not be acceptable by Fellows (unless Fellows in its absolute 
discretion permits payment by such method) nor are third party references or credit 
facilities with other Auction houses. If a cheque is tendered Fellows reserves the 
right to instruct its bank to check the Buyer’s status and account balance before 
exercising any discretion. Any credit arrangement must be settled at least 4 days 
before the relevant sale. Any permitted payment by credit card shall carry an extra 
charge to the Buyer of such percentage of the Total Amount Due as is displayed 
on the premises.

8.4 Any payments by a Buyer to Fellows may be applied by Fellows towards any sums 
owing from that Buyer to Fellows on any account whatever without regard to any 
directions of the Buyer or his agent, whether express or implied.

9. THE PURCHASE PRICE

9.1 On the first £50,000 of the Hammer Price (of any individual Lot) the Buyer will pay 
the Hammer Price and a premium of 20% (plus VAT). The said premium not being 
negotiable and payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor authorises Fellows to retain 
beneficially the premium payable by Buyers. Value Added Tax is charged at the 
rate prevailing by law at the date of sale.

9.2 On the excess over £50,000 of the Hammer Price (of any individual Lot), the Buyer 



will pay the Hammer Price and a premium of 10% (plus VAT). The said premium 
not being negotiable and payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor authorises Fellows 
to retain beneficially the premium payable by Buyers. Value Added Tax is charged 
at the rate prevailing by law at the date of sale.

9.3 Value Added Tax on the Hammer Price is imposed on all items affixed with an 
asterisk thus - *.

9.4 Buyers will pay a commission charge of an additional 3% + VAT of the hammer 
price if lots are successfully purchased online via Live Auctioneers and the-
saleroom.com.

9.5 Non UK or EU VAT registered buyers can have most classes of VAT refunded 
on their purchases - please note that auctioneers are under no obligation to 
provide VAT refunds, although many will offer this service. HMRC are the ultimate 
refunding authority. VAT refunds are subject to provision of statutory export/import 
documentation. HMRC have decreed that VAT on buyer’s premium is always 
payable whether the buyer is domiciled in the UK, the EU or outside the EU or 
wherever the goods are to be sent.  So auctioneers cannot refund VAT on buyer’s 
premium if the goods are sold under normal VAT rules.

10. TITLE AND COLLECTION OF PURCHASES

10.1 The ownership of any Lot purchased shall not pass to the relevant Buyer until they 
have made payment in full to Fellows of the Total Amount Due.

10.2 Buyers shall at their own risk and expense take away any Lot that they have 
purchased and paid for not later than 2 working days following the day of the 
Auction after which they shall be responsible for any removal, storage and 
insurance charges.

11. DEFAULT BY BUYER OR VENDOR

11.1 As Fellows act as agent for the Vendor, Fellows is not responsible for default by the 
Vendor or the Buyer.

11.2 If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with these Conditions, 
or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, Fellows as agent for the Vendor 
shall at its absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other rights it may have, 
be entitled to exercise all or any of the following rights and remedies:

(a) to proceed against the Buyer for an action for debt or damages for breach of 
contract;

(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by Fellows to the 
defaulting Buyer;

(c) to re-sell the Lot by Auction or private treaty. If a lower Hammer Price is achieved 
on the re-sale than that achieved on the original sale the defaulting Buyer shall be 
liable for the difference (after crediting any part payment and adding any re-sale 
costs). Fellows will account to the Vendor for any surplus achieved on a re-sale, 
however, it shall only be required to account to the Vendor for any resulting 
deficiency in the event that it receives payment of such sum in full from the 
defaulting Buyer.

(d) to remove, store and insure the Lot at the expense of the defaulting Buyer and, in 
the case of storage, either at Fellows’ premises or elsewhere;

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding [1.5%] per month on the total amount 
due to the extent it remains unpaid for more than 2 working days after the sale;

(f) to retain that or any other Lot sold to the defaulting Buyer until that Buyer pays the 
total amount due;

(g) to reject or ignore bids from the defaulting Buyer at future Auctions or to impose 
conditions before any such bids shall be accepted;

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to the 
defaulting Buyer towards the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a 
lien on any of the Buyer’s property in Fellows’ possession for any purpose.

12. DELIBERATE FORGERIES

12.1 Subject to clause 12.2, any representation or statement by Fellows (including 
in any catalogue) as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, 
condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only. Prospective 
Buyers are given ample opportunities to view and inspect before any sale and 

prospective Buyers must satisfy themselves as to all such matters. Neither Fellows 
or its employees or agents nor the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, express, implied or statutory are 
hereby excluded.

12.2 Any Lot which proves to be a Deliberate Forgery may be returned to Fellows by 
the Buyer within 21 days of the Auction provided it is in the same condition as 
when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the relevant 
catalogue description and a written statement of defects. If Fellows is satisfied from 
the evidence presented that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery Fellows shall refund the 
money paid by the Buyer for the Lot (but not the amount of any consequential 
loss, damages, expenses or interest) provided that (1) if the catalogue description 
reflected the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or (2) the 
Buyer personally is not able to transfer a good and marketable title to Fellows.  

13. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

13.1 All members of the public on the premises are there at their own risk and must note 
the lay-out of the accommodation and security arrangements. 

13.2 Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to all actions, costs, expenses, 
claims and demands whatsoever suffered or incurred by the person entitled to the 
benefit of it and Fellows declares itself to be a trustee of the benefit of every such 
indemnity so far as it is expressed to be for the benefit of its employees and agents.

13.3 While Fellows endeavours to ensure that the information on the Website is correct, 
Fellows does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the material on the 
Website. Fellows may make changes to the material on the Website, or to the 
products and prices described in it, at any time without notice. The material on the 
Website may be out of date, and Fellows makes no commitment to update such 
material. 

13.4 The material on the Website is provided “as is”, without any conditions, warranties 
or other terms of any kind. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by 
law, Fellows provides you with the Website on the basis that Fellows excludes all 
representations, warranties, conditions and other terms which, but for this legal 
notice, might have effect in relation to the Website.  

14. GENERAL

14.1 Any notice to any Buyer, Vendor, Bidder or viewer may be given by first class mail 
or email in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee 
48 hours after posting or sending.  All notices to Fellows must be sent in writing 
and email is not acceptable.

14.2 Any indulgence extended to any person by Fellows notwithstanding the strict 
terms of these Conditions or the Terms of Consignment shall affect the position at 
the relevant time only and in respect of that particular concession only; in all other 
respects these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect.

14.3 These Conditions and any disputes or claims arising out of or in connection with it 
or their subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) 
are governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England.  

14.4 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England have exclusive jurisdiction 
to settle any dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection with the Agreement 
or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims).

15. SHIPPING

15.1 We offer a tracked and insured shipping service for all items with the exception of 
those in our Antiques & Fine Art sales. 

15.2 Items posted outside of the UK will incur a £30 charge.

15.3 Within the UK, hammer totals under £100 will incur a £10 charge.

15.4 Hammer totals over £100 will incur a £20 charge.

15.5 Larger items, as well as those exceeding a value of £20,000 or weighing in excess 
of 2kg may be subject to additional fees.
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Catalogue Subscription Service

If you would like to receive catalogues on a regular basis, please mark the appropriate category
and return this form with a cheque made payable to Fellows for the full amount.

Subscriptions last for a 12 month period

Antique & Modern Jewellery
12 catalogues per year £100

£35Watches & Watch Parts
4 catalogues per year

£35Silver & Plated Ware
4 catalogues per year

£150Jewellery
24 catalogues per year

£100The Watch Sale
11 catalogues per year

£30Coins & Medals
3 catalogues per year

£35

£35

Antiques & Fine Art
4 catalogues per year

Loose Stones for Tender
4 catalogues per year

£70Vintage Jewellery & Accessories
8 catalogues per year

All of the above catalogues are available to view FREE of charge on our website www.fellows.co.uk

Name (Block Capitals)

Address (Block Capitals)

Post Code       Telephone

Signature       Date

Email



The bids will be executed as cheaply as is permitted by 
other bids in the room or reserves.

I have read and agree to comply with the Conditions of 
Sale as printed in the catalogue.

Any account for items purchased on my behalf will be 
settled within 24 hours of the sale and the items collected 
within two days of sale.

Please complete in block capitals.

Please bid on my behalf for the lot(s) shown below. 

Lot Price Lot Price Lot Price Lot Price

Commission Bidding Slip

£50 - £100 £5 increments
£100 - £200 £10 increments
£200 - £1000 £20 increments
£1000 - £10,000 £100 increments
Over £10,000 £1000 increments

Buyer’s Premium Please note the bidding increments

Name

Address

    Postcode

Telephone

Email

Signed    Date 

Any bids shown not complying with these 
increments will be ROUNDED UP to the next 
increment.

The buyer’s premium is 20% (+ VAT) or 24% (VAT inclusive) on the first £50,000 of any individual 
lot. For any individual lot in excess of £50,000, the buyer’s premium is 10% (+ VAT) or 
12% (VAT inclusive). 

Lots prexed with * will carry VAT at 20% on the hammer price.

Tuesday 26th April 2016 
The Watch Sale

Please check your bids
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Travel Information

London Office – Mayfair 

Fellows Mayfair offi ce offers valuations by appointment, call a member of 

the team to arrange a time to visit. 

London Offi ce 

2nd Floor 

3 Queen Street 

London 

W1J 5PA

Telephone: 020 7127 4198

Fax: 0121 212 1249

Email: London@fellows.co.uk 

Birmingham Saleroom – The Jewellery Quarter Birmingham 

Situated in the heart of Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter, Fellows is easily 

accessible from all parts of the United Kingdom, Europe and beyond.

Head Offi ce & Saleroom

Augusta House 

19 Augusta Street 

Birmingham 

B18 6JA

Telephone: 0121 212 2131

Fax: 0121 212 1249

Email: Info@fellows.co.uk
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@fellowsauctions youtube.com/fellows1876

London Office (Valuations by appointment): 2nd Floor | 3 Queen Street | London W1J 5PA | 020 7127 4198
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